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ABSTRACT

Art history lessons were examined to determine fourth grade student abilities to
study art and culture. The lessons were instructed in museum and classroom settings and
focused on content central to Navajo rugs. The project did not present "traditional"
linear or formalistic approaches to art history, but rather investigated alternative methods.
The lessons included the following areas: (1) reality of the actual rug versus the illusion
of the reproduction; (2) personal recognition of culture and physical place in comparison
to an art object's; and (3) materials and processes used for production in relation to
environment. Data from the study indicates students are capable of modeling a cultural
art historical inquiry. These findings reveal new implications for art historical study with
elementary students which reach beyond the concept of chronological historical analysis
to incl ude the component of culture.

CHAPTER 1
STATEMENT OF INQUIRY
Introduction
Art History. The words bring back rushing memories of a dark classroom with
images of art works larger than life flashing before my eyes on a huge screen The ait
works were chosen by my professors as "significant" and were usually by male artists
from the Western hemisphere. 1 was required to memorize artists, dates, materials,
styles, and origins that were later regurgitated on an exam. It was great to be able to visit
museums, galleries, and poster stores and identify art works at a rapid and accurate pace.
But after a degree in art history, I asked myself, what truly had been gained? Why was
this material important and not that of artists from different backgrounds with different
histories? And how did these art works really function in the "real" world and relate to
my own existence? What was the social and cultural significance of these works of art 9
My art history classes had seemed to dry up the spirit of the works themselves and
provided little information about diversity in the art world
] was not unlike most individuals who have not had an opportunity to learn about
art history until their college careers This is a result of the limited emphasis placed on
art history in secondary schools and an almost total neglect of it at the elementary level
I grew up in a small town in northern Wisconsin and attended a Catholic elementary
school

Art was part of our curriculum, but art history was non-existent. The same was

true at my public high school with the exception of viewing a few reproductions When
1 was a senior, my art class was brought to an art museum in Milwaukee, Wisconsin For
some reason, it was assumed that being in close proximity to art works would transform
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us into art educated citizens. Little was done to prepare us for the visit and the stuffy tour
guide was more concerned with making sure we "stayed with the group" instead of
attempting to place the objects in any context of our lives. The discussion mainly
consisted of him talking to himself.
My personal experiences present three common problems that still exist today in
educating about art works: (1) methods need to engage students from ali levels of
understanding; (2) art from various regions, produced by diverse people should be
included; and (3) all art should be studied within the context it was produced.
I eventually began my own search to discover "'other" art histories. My
adventure began after my undergraduate degree while working at a small archaeological
museum, The Amerind Foundation, in southern Arizona. The museum held a large
collection of art works made by Native Americans of the Southwest. My previous
training and education in art history was far removed from the type of study necessary to
understand these works. In this setting, it was less important to identity and relate the
meanings of the styie of a work than it was to study the culture and function in which it
existed.
Art educators (Chalmers, 1978; Feldman, 1980) and art historians (Alpers, 1979,
McCorkel, 1975; Zemer, 1982) have suggested that the traditional vocabulary and
research tools of art history developed in the study of Western art may no longer be
appropriate for either the analysis of non-western and/o- western art In recent years
there has been an examination of the functions of art history and the functions of art
historians As a result, a fom of art history has evolved to adjust our analysis to suit our
changing society The timeworn doctrines in art history are being replaced by new
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practices known as revisionism or the new" art history. Revisionism has allowed an
enhancement of our understanding of art and artists from the West as well as other
cultures and iifestyles.
In this thesis, I will examine revisionist approaches to art history , in particular
anthropological methods, and the instruction with an elementary class in an
anthropological museum setting. The lessons were adapted from a curriculum titled,
Our Place in the World, written by Mary Erickson, in response to a growing need for art
history lessons at the elementary level. The lessons were revised to study a collection of
Navajo rugs located at the Arizona State Museum in Tucson, Arizona. The lessons
function as a development of art historical inquiry skills and instructional methods for a
classroom and museum in the likeness of revisionist art historians. Demonstrated
throughout the findings of this thesis, elementary students learn skills practiced by
revisionist art historians.

Justification for the Study of Art History
The formal study of art in history evoived from classical archaeology around the
1820s (Rice,1986, p 14) The field as we know it did not begin to take shape until the
second half of the nineteenth century This type of study included stylistic analysis,
iconographical decoding, and connisseurship and has since been broken into several
methodological approaches
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One common practice in art historical study is organizing the works
chronologically based on determined principles and "so - called" objective research
(Friedlander, 1932; Gilbourn, 1978). Others include the history of form or "formalism"
which is the study of the basic design elements in an art work (Wolfflin, 1932; Fry, 1927)
and the history of style used as a criteria for establishing origins. A common method
used for teaching art history is the study of style.
In order to teach a complete art program at all levels, teachers must include the
subject of art history because it provides insig!.t into our past actions and
accomplishments (Kleinbauer, 1987). Art history helps students understand the
complexities of humanity and activities that date back to prehistoric times. Studying art
history justifies the ever existence of the human need to express visually.
in our growing pluralistic society, art history enhances cultural maintenance and
artistic traditions Several educational reformers have expressed concern with the
cultural illiteracy of our youth ED Hirsh, Jr (1988) cites two thirds of seventeen years
old as unable to give approximate dates of the Civil War and cannot identify Churchill or
Stalin (p 8)
Handmade objects have been replaced by machine reproductions and paintings
are transformed into photography, video, film and computer generated images At this
time in history, more than ever, the importance of connections between art and culture
can help to create cultural literacy and understanding for younger populations
Art history can enhance several areas of learning along with being taught as a
subject on its own An interdisciplinary approach to art history allows for the
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inclusion of political science, religion, economics, geography, philosophy, and the social
structure of cultures.

Mary Erickson (1993) provides several justifications for the

teaching of art history which include: a means to better understand our visual society, a
tool for studying art works and cultures that are now recognized in our diverse society,
and a source for maintaining students' own cultural heritage (pp. 1 14-115). Erickson
refers to art works not only as aesthetic objects but also "primary documents" of history
(p. 119).

The New Art History and Cultural Art Jbiects
In the 1970s what became known as Post Modernism began to emerge in the art
world and required a new analysis of art and art objects (Freedman, 1991)_ Factors
outside the art world contributed to new trends in art history, such as the cultural and
contextual meanings of an art wor 1 to the era in which it was produced and recognition
of social groups previously excluded in academic discourse
Disciplines such as anthropology, sociology, and cultural studies have since
become integrated into the understanding of art

Part of the previous struggle with

analyzing non-western art pieces was that they were seen not as art works

at

ethnographic artifacts Historical native objects were collected and organized by
archaeologists and anthropologists who analyzed them for their function within their
original cultu

Art historians typically ignored such objects The new art history

suggested a shift away from formal analysis and studying objects only from our own
point of view

New art historians look towards the processes of anthropologists and

sociologists for suggestions on how to understand non-western works

A research project conducted by the Getty Art History Information Program
(AHIP) and the Institute for Research in Information and Scholarship (IRIS) in 1988
defined revisionist art historians as those that consider works of art as an integral part of
the culture and society in which they are produced (p. 151). While performing art
historical inquiry, revisionist scholars 1 >ok at the whole world surrounding an art work,
not just the object in isolation. Their commitments lie in studying the cultural context of
works of art as a reaction to formalism and connisseurship.

Art History Instruction in the Classroom
Prior to the 1960s there was little use of art history in an art classroom. Ideas
began to surface that began to look at the study of visual arts as a discipline like
sociology or science. Manuel Barkan (1955 ) looked at the arts and humanities and
made comparisons with scientific inquiry by comparing artistic activity with scientific
inquiry . He argued that not only was stud'o activity a mode of inquiry , but that art
history and art criticism were as well (Efland, 1990, p 126)

In 1979, the National Art

Education Association (NAEA) recognized art programs that stressed teaching four
separate subjects in ait. aesthetics, art criticism, art production, and art history (Rogers
and Brogden, 1990) W, Dwaine Greer (1984) published an article titled "Discipline
Based Art Education Approaching Art as a Subject of Study" that recognized the four
disciplines and formed a wider conception of teaching art in schools

From these

theoretical foundations, instructional methods in art history began to develop for
classrooms and enhanced museum education programs
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While DBAE has been a great contribution to the inclusion of art history in the
classroom, a major criticism was that the disciplines were too narrowly defined. A
major emphasis in DBAE was placed on Eurocentric, male dominated, and western ari
forms (Parks , 1994 p. 74). These limitations influenced methods of art history
instruction and kept the focus on stylistic, connisseurship, and formalistic concerns. Art
educators such as Chalmers (1987), Chanda (1993), and Collins am* Sandell (1988) have
recognized the need to reevaluate how and what was being studied in art history.

Revisionist Art History in the Classroom
Suggestions for new art historical instructional methods have increased in recent
years. A greater emphasis has been suggested by some art educators on a sociology of
art Chalmers (1973, 1974, and 1978) advocated for a focus on why art is made. La
Chapelle (1984) also emphasized the need for sociological approaches and a recognition
of humans as not only problem solvers, but problem finders. In this type of approach,
the viewer is asked to form his/her own thoughts and responses about an art work,
something that was not previously taught.
Another variation on this approach was used for this study and originated from
models proposed by Enckson (1983) and Enckson and Katter (1981). Enckson (1983)
suggested students develop their own art historical ideas to teach them the processes art
historians use instead of treating students as passive viewers. Rather than focusing on
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form and style she proposed an approach in which students seek to understand the
context and meaning of a work of art. An inquiry model provides ways in which students
can be active members in their learning about art. In contrast to previous models where
they were spoon fed information about an art object and then expected to regurgitate it
upon request, the student develops her/his own study about the object. Questions posed
by the teacher help lead this study and can focus on areas outside the work and its formal
aspects to include culture and the environment in which it was produced.
Erickson and Katter (1981) list three reasons for students to engage in art
historical inquiry: (1) so that they will learn the skills central to the concepts in the
history of art; (2) so that they will learn the skills necessary to engage in art historical
inquiry; and (3) so that they will be more interested in and curious about the relationship
over time between art and culture.

Study Outline
T lis study was conducted witn a fourth grade class from Gale Elementary School
and based upon work in the Arizona State Museum, both in Tucson, Arizona. The
researcher served as instructor for four lessons that were adapted from Enckson's Our
Place in the World curriculum. At the time of the project, the lessons were unpublished,
I adapted them for my purposes to develop the processes of a revisionist art historian,
provide a model for non-western art study, and to build upon each other in
understanding The subject matter was Navajo rugs and the lessons were conducted in
this order: understanding reproductions, places (geographical and cultural), natural
materials and technology. The first three lessons were taught at Gale Elementary School,
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with the final lesson given at the Arizona State Museum, The final lesson served to
present the students with original works, materials, and an assimilated environment of
the Navajo lifestyle.

Teacher as Researcher
For this study, the researcher also served as the instructor. Recent findings have
concluded that successful and meaningful research can result from reflective teaching.
May (1993) believes action research or teacher as researcher is the study and
enhancement of one's own practice (p. 114). For this project, I used reflections on my
own teaching and my students' responses as evaluations and as a basis for making my
conclusions. Action research requires a field-based study and is generally qualitative or
interpretive in character (May, 1993, p. 118). My study was conducted in this fashion. I
will further discuss the methodology below.

Methodology
I visited Gale Elementary School on three separate occasions. The classes were
recorded in separate ways: audio taped using a standard portable recorder, video taped
using a portable cam corder, and photographed with a 35 millimeter camera.
The focus of the lessons was on the development of questions about Navajo rugs,
their makers, and the environment in which they were produced. The lessons were
adapted to include the rugs as subject matter and the museum as a place to study original
works of art. The lessons have several revisionist characteristics: (1) they provide a
non-linear historical approach; (2) they are neither based in style or formalism, and (3)
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they combine an anthropological method with art historical inquiry for the study of
Native American art works, objects that were previously not seen as art.
The first lesson was designed as a pretest for later classes. The students were
asked six questions which pertained to photographs of Navajo rugs taken from an exhibit
at the Arizona State Museum (see Appendix A, Pre Test). The children wrote answers to
the questions as 1 read each one out loud. The pretest served as an assessment of the
students' interpretive abilities and writing and understanding abilities.
The rest of the lessons conducted (see Appendix B, Lessons) serve as a basis for
my inquiry about teaching children art history. During the instruction of the lessons, 1
discovered more questions which served to refine my original inquiry about revisionist
art historical instruction with children. A brief description of the lessons, their
objectives, and the questions that evolved are listed below.

Reproductions

v.s

Original Art Works

This lesson was instructed to develop an understanding of differences between
reproductions and original works of art. The class observed reproductions of the Navajo
rugs (see Appendix C, Reproductions) and developed their own questions about the
reproductions. My objectives were to see, how do children determine differences
between photographs of objects taken out of their context and the real thing? What
skills are necessary to make these distinctions?
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Places - Geographical and Cultural
Students attempted to imagine times and places - places here and now, there and
then.

The lesson was instructed to develop an understanding of other times and places

by using their imaginations as a source to transport them to that place. Distinctions were
made between two different places, cultural and geographical. Students compared their
own places with those of others. My objectives were to see, how do children understand
culture - both their own and others'? What skills are necessary to develop an
understanding of cultural and geographical places?

Natural Materials
Students explored wool, the natural material used in producing the objects of
study. Afterwards, students made conclusions about the uses of the material and
what it is like to work with it. In this lesson, my objective was, how do the students draw
conclusions about the uses of wool?

Technical Features
Students learned thai technology refers to the tools, materials and processes used
in producing an art work. Students examined reproductions and used features in
art works to help them understand how something is made. My objectives were
to see, how do children initially understand technology? What assumptions do
children make when viewing reproductions about the materials and processes
used in producing an art work?
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The Museum Visit
I chose to conduct the final lesson in a museum for two basic reasons. First 1
wanted the students to experience viewing the real art objects and to make distinctions
between the original and reproduction. Second, museums sen/e as a valuable part of art
historical inquiry. They present a more serious place for study and also present the
objects in a cultural context. The class had an opportunity to visit with a museum
specialist and ask their own questions and also to see an assimilated version of the art
work s ordinary environment. Questions which arose for myself include, what
distinctions can be identified between the classroom visit and the museum visit? What
are differences between studying art objects in an art museum and an anthropology
museum? How did viewing the actual object change the understanding of the objects?
The museum chosen for this study, The Arizona State Museum, holds a large
collection of art works made by Native Americans of the Southwest Paths oj Life:
American Indians of the Southwest, is an exhibit that emphasizes the origins, history- and
life today of these cultures, It does not present information in a linear historical manner
or "frozen in time," but encompasses contemporary issues of Native Americans and the
events that led to their current lifestyles (Arizona State Museum Educational Packet,
1994 )

The Navajo display that was used for this study provides past and present

examples of weavings and incorporates the information about the environment in which
the rugs were produced, Shiprock, Arizona, along with the materials and tools used in
production
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Significance of the Study
As mentioned before, in recent years there have been suggestions as to how nonwestern art history can be taught in the classroom. On the other hand, there have not
been many studies that evaluate lessons or these instructional ideas. Little research has
combined the theories of revisionist art history and actual instruction with elementary
students. An investigation of an alternative approach to teaching art history can provide
new insight into methods for teaching in the classroom, museum, or other art settings.
This study provides a reflection of one study and one approach, but could lead to
additional ideas for teaching in the classroom or museum. This thesis addresses several
questions: How can aspects of revisionist approaches and ideas enhance art historical
inquiry in elementary classrooms? How can students understand culture through art
historical inquiry

What skills are necessary for children to develop art historical

understanding and cultural awareness''

Limitations of the Study
My study is limited in its generalizations. The lessons were conducted with one
fourth grade class, at one elementary school, and cannot be considered inclusive of all
elementaiy students

Only one approach to teaching art history was' instructed and was

not methodically compared or evaluated with other approaches

T here were also

limitations on the time and the availability to become more acquainted with the class
and the students" abilities Although the classroom teacher may interpret the same
findings differently than what I present in this thesis, I attempted '.o collect data from a
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wide range of resources so that my conclusions can be presented in informed and
valuable methods.
Organization of Chapters
In Chapter 2,1 review the current literature in the areas of: teaching art history
elementary settings, old and new approaches to art history, cultural art studies in art
education, and the role of the museum in teaching art history. In Chapter 3,1 further
describe the activities and events of the project. In Chapter 4, an evaluation of the
lessons is provided through observation of student examples; and the final Chapter (5),
will discuss the implications of the findings in the previous chapters and make
recommendations for ways to adapt the art history lessons as well as continue them.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Organization of Chapter
This chapter provides an analysis of the research and literature that relates to the
study of revisionist approaches to art history instruction with elementary children in a
classroom and museum setting. The chapter presents literature on past and present
models of instruction in the United States and includes the areas central to its inquiry.
These areas include: (1) teaching art history in elementary settings (2) old and new
approaches to art history (3) cultural art studies in art education and (4) the role of the
museum in teaching art history.

Teaching Art History in an Elementary Setting
Examples of teaching elementary students from art works can be found in
different forms throughout United Stater, history- An early movement, known as Picture
Study, iasted roughly from 1895 through the early 1920s (Stankiewicz, 1984 ) The
movement was preceded by the ability for chromonthographers, such as Louis Plang of
Boston, to produce colorful reproductions of works of art (Marzio, 1979), The
reproduction provided teaching materials for picture studies and included black and
white and sepia reproductions of paintings of great artists At the primary school level,
the objective was the identification of subject matter and mora! lessons (Stankiewicz,
1984) "Masterpieces" were expected to supplement moral and religious instruction
and were considered as models of beauty that could uphold proper citizenship
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Efforts to study art works later iri art education were minimal because of the
domination of child centered theories' and art solely used for expression (Lowenfela,
1947). The introduction of Discipline Based Art Education led to the justification and
inclusion of art history for children in the current era.
One of the most common arguments against the teaching of art history for
children has been the inability for them to understand the concept of history when they
have such short histories themselves (Erickson, 1993). Throughout the 1960s many
educators did not believe historical analysis was feasible for children. Historical learning
studies conducted by Roy F. Hailam in the 1960's paralleled Piaget's theory of cognitive
development. The development occurs as follows: (1) sensorimotor period - exists
between the period of birth to two years. The child moves "from single reflexes ... to an
organized set of schemes"; (2) preoperational period - exists between two to seven years
The child uses, "symbols in an increasingly organized and logical manner", (3) concrete
operational period - exists between seven to eleven years "The child acquires certain
logical structures", and (4) formal operations period - eleven to fifteen years An
adolescent can make distinctions between the real and the possible as well as the future
and the present (p 342) Hailam s findings suggest that historical understanding does not
coincide with Piagefs stages of development In history, young people's concrete
operations stage starts between twelve years and four months to thirteen years and two
months Formal operations do not begin until the age of sixteen years and eight months
to eighteen years and two months Other educators suggest that children are not capable
of understanding the concept of history Martin E Sleeper ( 1975 ) holds that, "children
do not understand interpretation and hvpothesis in history until adolescence" (p 97)
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Recent Developments in Art History Instruction for Children
More recently, educators have developed alternate theories and approaches to
historical instruction The development of new history definitions have contributed to
these new models of instruction. Some have suggested redefinition of Piaget's
cognitive theory. Jerry R. Moore, James L. Alouf, and Janie Needham have considered
historical reasoning skills beyond oral and written language. They argue that the four
levels of cognitive development should be looked at in order to understand how children
comprehend historical content.
Joanne E Sowell (1993) discusses another approach based on Piaget's model,
that she refers to as the learning cycle.

This approach was originally developed by

Robert Karplus, a physicist at the University of Berkeley, to teach science to elementary
children (Karplus, 1974) Piaget's theories on cognitive development were used to allow
children actively to explore concepts of science The learning cycle is based on the idea
that children's learning should be active, that they should invent their own concepts
through examination of concrete objects, and that this exploration is best accomplished
through interaction between small groups The learning cycle is divided ;nto three
separate categories These categories include (1) exploration - in small groups, children
develop concepts through manipulation of concrete objects, (2) invention - concepts are
actually expressed through discussions with the teacher and vocabulary is introduced, (3)
application - the previous concept of "invention" is applied to a new situation so the class
can see it applied to other situations (p 20) Sowell incorporated this model with art
history instruction in college courscs (1991)
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Linda S. Levstik (1987) provides insightful ideas for understanding art historical
development through her studies on social studies *,iStruction. Levstik suggests that
narrative may play a significant role in children's historical understanding and that
instruction should take place at an early stage in learning development. She states, "if
early learning does not occur the optimal teaching time for some concepts may pass" (p.
16). The four concepts of instruction include: social perspective, civic understanding,
economic understanding, and space and time. These concepts are particularly useful in
revisional or anthropological art historical instruction.
The curriculum explored for this study, Our Place irt the World, was based on the
idea that art historical information and inquiry should be present at a developmentally
appropriate level of sophistication in the elementary grades (Erickson, 1993, p. 139).
This theory is modeled after Michael J. Parsons' developmental studies on aesthetics.
Parsons' (1987) five stage theory of developing art understanding is summarized as
fellows:

1 Favoritism - "the primary characteristics of stage one are an intuitive delight in
most paintings, a strong attraction to color, and a freewheeling associative
response to subject matter" (p, 22).
2 Beauty and Realism - "the dominant idea of stage two is thai of the subject.
Stage two is organized around the idea of representation" (p. 22 )
3 Expressiveness - "the organizing insight of stage three has to do with
expressiveness We look at paintings for the quality of tf e experience they can
produce, and the more intense and interesting the exp^nence the better the
painting" (p 23)

.27

4. Style and Form - "the new insight here is that the significance of a painting is a
social rather than an individual achievement. It exists within a tradition, which is
composed by a number of people looking over time at a number of works and
talking about them" (p. 24).
5. Autonomy - "the central insight here is that the individual must judge the
concept and values with which the tradition constructs the meanings of works of
art " (p. 25).

Parsons' model of understanding provides insight into the cognitive development
of understanding art in age groups ranging from preschool to that of the college professor
(p. 3 -12) Although he does not discuss historical-cultural influences until stage 4,
evidence suggests that upper elementary school children have the ability to connect the
context in which something is produced with its appearance and its meanings (Erickson,
1993, p, 138) This evidence provide reasoning for instruction at the fourth grade level ot
this study.

Inquiry Methods
Art historical inquiry involves an investigation of an art work Students learn that
art historians find information in many places They learn creative writing skills and
develop analytical skills as they study art objects for important facts (FiUpatrick, 1992)
Erickson (1993) defines two types of inquiry that can be undertaken in the classroom,
replicative and generative Replicative inquiry is the "rediscovery of accepted
knowledge." Generative inquiry involves an investigation that has never been done
before (p 124-125)
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This project attempted a generative approach to studying Navajo rugs. In this
approach, students are challenged to ask new questions about the artist and art work. The
process leads students into the unknown and may be more difficult than replicative
inquiry. Erickson (1993) believes this process is beneficial to students 5 education. She
states, "first, tL y will have an inaccurate understanding of the discipline if they
understand nothing of its methods (p. 126).'" Kerry Freedman (1991) agrees that students
should realize that art historical information is a product of curiosity and investigation of
an art work.
Erickson also cites a requirement for art historical inquiry is higher-order thinking
skills which are seldom present in elementary curriculum. Generative inquiry can build
students' ownership of their studies and increase motivation.

Cultural Art Studies and Art Education
Early Inclusion ufC ulture
The inclusion of ethnographic arts in the United States's curriculum can be
traced back to the 1920s John Dewey's theork

n progressive education and his

interest in Native Amencan arts initiated the inclusion of their culture in American
school curriculum. The Progressive Education Association, founded in 1919, listed as its
educational concerns "development of the indi vidual child, stimulation of the creative
impulses and unique capacities of each child, and the development of the curriculum
relevant to the needs and problems of the time" (Montaito, p 127)
Belle Boas, in 1924, illustrated in her book Art in Schools the incorporation of
Native American subject matter and design techniques Boas introduced the early use of
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ethnic diversity studies and progressive education to indicate the future of art education.
She begins her book with a quote from John Dewey, "imagination is as much a normal
and integral part of human activity as is muscular movement" (Boas 1924, p.1). One
lesson, designed for second graders, illustrated how to make rugs on paper through
observation of Navajo blankets (p. 66). Native American shields were made by
producing native symbolic motifs such as rain, lightening, birds, and other animal forms
(p. 76). Boas also included a section about visiting museums and in particular the Native
American department where students studied symbolism by copying designs from
pottery, basketry, or garments (p. 77).
Cultural inclusion heightened in the years following 1954 and the decision of
Brown v. Board of Education.

Awareness of African American children's equalities

produced writings advocating for the need of "culture" in an art curriculum (Haynes,
1993, p.25). These writings (including Barkan, 1955; Popolizio, 1955;McFee, 1962)
centered around the idea that art forms led to cultural understanding.
June McFee, acknowledged as one of the most notable art educators of the
1950s, stressed concepts surrounding art and culture. Her approach reflected
anthropological views and defined culture as: language, visual symbols, values and
beliefs Each person is a different composite of culture (McFee, 1977, p. 280). Her
writings on culture and education continue to influence art educators. McFee also
supported the inclusion of art and culture in learning so that children could learn
concepts of reality, cultural heroes, acceptable behavior, history and sex roles (McFee,
1961).
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Diversity in Society and the Inclusion of Culture
Art educators who advocated the study of culture in art curriculum began to
flourish in the 1970s and 1980s, partially as a result of the Civil Rights act in 1964
(Haynes 1993, p.28).

Educators such as Feldman (1980) recognized the American

culture as exceedingly diverse: "students need tools to recognize, appreciate, and cope
with the plethora of cultural forms and expressions that so complex a civilization
generates" (p. 8).
A trend advocated by some educators, known as "social reconstruction" (Stuhr, p.
176) has given students historically deprived of a voice an opportunity to recognize their
rights in education.

The social reconstructionist approach "educates students to become

critical thinkers capable of examining their life experiences and the social divisions that
keep them and their group from fully enjoying the social and economic rewards of the
United States" (Grant & Sleeter, 1993). Social reconstructionists have adopted the
following four practices: (1) democracy must be actively practiced in schools,
(2) students must learn how to analyze their own situations, (3) students learn social
action skills that help them practice democracy and to analyze their own situations, and
(4) students and groups are taught to collaborate and work together across the lines of
race, gender, class, and disability in order to strengthen and energize their fight against
oppression (Grant & Sleeter, 1993, p.57). The ideas of social reconstruction
advocated for the use of diverse cultures and methods in art classrooms.
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Multiculturalism
A survey of the demographic structure of the United States reveals 276 different
ethnic groups, 170 of which groups are Native American (Gollnick & Chinn, 1986). Art
educators Robyn F. Wasson, Patricia L. Stuhr, and Lois Petrovich-Mwaniki (1990), who
consider themselves grounded in socio-anthropological perspectives, proposed six
position statements. The following provide implications for the study of culture that
have relevance to this study.
Position 1 - We advocate a socio-anthropological basis for studying the aesthetic
production and experience of cultures, which means focusing on knowledge of
the makers of art, as well as the sociocultural context in which art is produced
(p. 235).
This position supports ethnic studies of art in order to provide a deeper
understanding of the values and beliefs of the society being studied. The authors state,
"to separate the art object and its function, artistic process, and artist from its conception
in this milieu is to void the object much of its meaning and to arbitrarily remove it from
its relationship to life" (p. 240).

Position 4 - We support anthropologically based methods for identifying
sociocultural groups and their accompanying values and practices which
influence aesthetic production (Wasson, Stuhr, & Petrovich-Mwaniki,
1990, p. 238).
This position is based on a belief of Boas (1974) that an immersion into all
aspects of the culture is necessary in order to acquire the perspecti ve of its culture. The
authors interpret this for art education to mean that both teacher and students adopt the
methods of anthropologists to study art making, viewing, and valuing processes of
particular sociocultural groups. To do this, students have to act as active researchers
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rather than being fed information that stems from the dominant culture's ideology .

Art and Culture in a Technological World
What students perceive as culture and where an art object was made has been
affected by technological advances in our society. In a world where an image of the
Great Pyramids can be carried home in your backpack or brought into your home with
the touch of a computer button, other cultures are more accessible than ever.
Vesta A.K. Daniel (1990) believes that art educators and persons interested in
supporting a future for art, are challenged with maintaining the status of art in the context
of a world that is rapidly becoming a technological wonder (p. 84). This challenge is
difficult when art is increasingly removed from its natural environment and the concept
of tools and working with one's hands is replaced with machines. Daniels continues that
educators are "confronted with the need to understand, and consequently harness and
manage the potential for technological developments to maintain and add clarity to
existing cultures and societies while securing a place for art in the future" (p. 84).
Technology is often seen as a positive aspect of education with the ability to educate
about cultures across the world through the internet, CD Roms, and other interactive
tools. At the same time, students are exposed to machines more than natural
environments and maintaining cultural awareness can be affected.
Another problem exists within our technological and reproducible society, the
emphasis on the factual rather than the expressive Gablik (1987) suggests that
awareness of culture, which is not related to scientific thinking, may not exist in today's
society because of our increasing acceptance of artificial intelligence as our reality. By
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glorifying the scientific world alone, students' concepts of human experience and being
alive may be shrinking. Some educators believe that technology leads to homogenization
of products and values. Nepurud and Stuhr (1987) see technology as eliminating the
original ideas of objects and processes that might be closely be identified with particular
cultural ideas.

Old and New Approaches to Art History
Art history, has been, since its inception in the late Renaissance, ultimately little
more than a scholarly elaboration of myths inescapably engendered by the twin
concepts of the essential sublimity of the creative process (which logically defines
art as an experience located in the sphere of the ideal rather than the actual) and
the centrality of style (which predicates the sequential development of an art
whose central subject-matter is restricted to its confrontation with previous art
rather than with real experience taking place in history : (Coutts-Smith, 1991,
pp. 15-16).

Kenneth Coutts-Smith (1991) defines the practice of traditional art historians as
based on analyses of assumptions that exist somewhere outside of history, beyond social
concerns, and external to political and economic reality (p.14 ). These types of analyses
contributed to the exclusion of native works from Western accounts of art history
because these works figured prominently into the existence of the culture from which
they sprang. Native objects defined under the circumstances of Western expression
could not be interpreted in the same way as objects derived from European history.
In 1974 Mark Roskill wrote a book titled, What is Art History''' that was a sign of
the times and defined the purposes of art history. Roskill identified style, attributions,
dating, authenticity, rarity, reconstruction, and meanings of pictures as the important
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aspects of art historical inquiry. These were unprecedented categories that originated in
the historical analysis of art objects from the western world.

According to Katter

(1986), this type of study can fall into different three methods of historical inquiries and
are considered traditional approaches. These methods originated from early scholars
and are defined as the following: (1) the history of objects - identifying, describing,
classifying and ,

lging works of art chronologically (Friedlander, 1932; Gilbourn,

1978); (2) the history of form or formalism - studying the formal aspects of a work of art,
(Wolfflin, 1932; Fry, 3927); and (3) the history of style - as certain criteria for
dating and establishing origins of art works, and realizing relationships between eras.
These methods are still used for studying art works and remain dominant in the field of
western art history.
In the same year as RoskilPs publication of What is Art Historya call for a new
art history began to occur, TJ Clark, another art historian, called for the recognition of
the aspect of the social world when analyzing an art work (Rees and Borzello, 1988).
The realities of a diversified world were recognized by Clark as significant and necessary
for inclusion in art historical analysis.
An earlier art historian, Erwin Panofsky, contributed to new art history.

He

came to the United States prior to World War II and attempted to practice art history as a
humanist. According to Panofsky the social class of the artist and his or her religious or
philosophical persuasion is important in art historical inquiry (Addiss and Erickson,
1993). Panofsky realized that cultural backgrounds are different in various countries and
historical and periods, and that it is essential for the art historian to "make adjustments
by learning as much as he possibly can of the circumstances under which the objects of
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his studies were created" (Panofsky, 1940, p. 17).
Since its inception, the new art history has contributed to several new
methodologies for studying art. One of the most pervasive of the new methodologies is
sometimes called Marxism. Its main ideas stress social and economic elements and like
other new art histories, it de-emphasizes the study of individual artists and art objects and
focuses on the audience. Marxist and post-Marxist art historians are not concerned with
who made the art, but what effect it has on society (Addiss arid Erickson, 1993).

"Primitive" Art Works
Herskovits (1959) believed that Western assumptions have led us to treat fine
art differently from primitive art. Primitive art works were defined as objects produced
outside the western world and its artistic traditions. These objects were lumped into
groups, called primitive, and little recognition was given to individual artists. A
recognition of the new art history led to a blurring of the disciplines, art history and
anthropology and development of art studies outside Western traditions. Both
anthropologists and art historians recognized that art and aesthetic values provide sources
for studying cultures (McFee, 1995, p. 179). By allowing equal importance of culture
into the study of art, various groups who were traditionally excluded from art history
were given new considerations.
Chalmers (1978) argued that "the art of Pre-literate societies is different from our
own in importance and function is an unfortunate myth that is often perpetuated by art
historians" (p. 19). A recognition of ethnographic objects as art works first needed to
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occur. Silver (1979), in the mid-1970's, made a comprehensive review of studies of art
in culture. The term ethno art was coined in place of primitive, folk. Western, or fine art.
The word "primitive" suggested less educated and lower in value than its western
counterpart. In analyzing art education, Laura Chapman (1982) wrote, "the process of
acquiring knowledge about art thus remains a matter of privilege associated with
membership in a social class in which such knowledge is valued and provided" (p. 3)
The use of art history as a discussion of social class, morality, and art appreciation are
traditionally associated with its instruction. Only with the development of approaches
that look at the culture that surrounds a given art form and a response to it in its own
most used cultural context will the tradition change (McFee, 1995, p. 180).
According to FCatter (1986), three methods include a more inclusive and culturally
aware approach to art history. These methods are called idealist approaches and include:
(1) the history of culture - recognition that art is a product of social conditions and forces
and artifacts are objects of studying about a culture. This approach is closely related to
the fields of anthropology and sociology (Chalmers, 1973, 1974, 1978 and LaChapelle.
1984); (2) the history of ideas - derived from the broad field of humanities Ideas are
largely speculative and dependent on comparative values (Panofsky, 1955); and (3)
symbols - the investigation of symbols in works of art. The focus is on representational
aspects of works rather than style (Panofsky, 1939) , The goal of these approaches is to
understand the context and meaning of works of art which are extrinsic in nature.
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Alternative Approaches for Art History Instruction
Several art educators have advocated for alternative approaches for teaching art
history and developed models and theories in how to instruct using these methods.
Anthropological approaches provide different ways of thinking about and understanding
art. Feldman (1980) believed "anthropological and historical conceptions of art
curriculum shift our attention away from art conceived as a sequence of technical events
or as a type of performance that parallels normative psychological development (p. 7),"
He also provides reasoning for the use of anthropology at an introductory level: "after
this kind of introduction the student is in a position to benefit from linear and
chronological study of separate art traditions" (p. 9).
In anthropological studies, the concentration is not on the mastery of technical
skills, but includes artistic activities as a means of studying peoples, societies, and
cultures

This type of study provides evidence about the creation of art m cultures

through real artifacts, made by real people, in real situations (Feldman, 1980, p. 1).
Instead of teaching a traditional approach which is rather abstract for elementary children
and fails to make important connections with real life situations, an idealist approach
may be more meaningful An idealist approach connects a work of art and the attitudes
and values, the quality of life, and the spiritual beliefs held by the culture that produced it
(Parks, 1994, p 76)
Some art educators have developed methods for studying non-western art works
which place works in their cultural context

Jacqueline Chanda (1993) developed a way

of studying traditional African art that parallels western art history
categories

She uses four

(1) style, (2) interpretation,(3)explanation, and (4) significance, to study
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African art works. These categories are explained as follows: (1) Style - A method
developed by Olbrecht is applied which employs typology. Groups are identified by
objects that look alike; (2) Interpretation - a study of the meaning or intention of a work.
The researcher looks at the subject matter and the context of use and function to
determine meaning. Function refers to the purpose of the object; (3) Explanation - this
is often connected to myths or secret societies in traditional art history. An attempt is
made to elucidate how particular events or situations are connected with the visuals of an
art work; and (4) Significance - symbols and signs that express hidden and subtle
implications about social structures are studied in an art work. A look at the structural
make up of a society and how that structure relates to the visual arts is needed (p. 76-79)
A similar methodological approach was designed by Ann Calvert (1988). Calvert
analyzed the history component of DBAE and revealed five key concepts appropriate for
studying historical native art She outlines DBAE components in contrast to
anthropological studies and how these components can be altered. The components are
as follows:
(1) landmark works - this concept is fundamental to the values of western art
works. Traditional societies value replication of motifs and symbols that support
continuity rather than change in a culture
(2) style categorization - geographical associations of traits are often used by
researchers Ongoing traditions weie visually expressed in art works
(3) attribution or authentication - seldom in native art history are individual
artists identified with objects. This component is difficult to associate with
native artists
(4) iconography - in native art forms the meaning is often embedded in the
symbols Stones, folk tales, and mythological traditions are needed in order to
uncover the meanings of symbols
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(5) function - often refers to the purpose of a work of art. In native arts, the
object itself often has power. The function is central to discovering the meanings
and values.
(6) restoration and preservation - traditional native arts are in unity rather than in
opposition with nature. Objects were often created for a wide range of purposes.
(7) socio-cultural interpretation - the influence of society and culture is central
when studying native arts. This component was often overlooked in traditional
art historical studies.
(8) provenance - the history of the work itself. In native arts this is the value of
the work held at the time of its creation and whether this has changed and what
changes have occurred would be central to this study. This is in opposition to
studying the owners and buyers of a work (p. 188).

Art historical inquiry can benefit from anthropological methods. It is important to
remember that cultural information contributes to our understanding of a work of art, but
"when the process is reversed and art works are used to help us understand a culture, the
study is called humanities or social sciences" (Erickson, 1983, p, 31)

These approaches

maintain the study an art analysis

The Role of the Museum in Teaching Art History
Museums play a crucial role m the continuum of Discipline Based Art Education
and the teaching of art history, both in classrooms and museums DBAE has validated
interaction between what was happening in museums, talking about art, and the activities
in the classroom Elizabeth Vailance (1994) believes that most art museum educators are
aware that there is more to art than just painting Even with the best efforts of art
teachers, most graduates will not continue to produce art when they leave school
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However, they will continue to make daily aesthetic judgments and hopefully continue
to view art as an important aspect of their visual lives. Museums continue this education
long after students have left school and depend on educated and art loving people to
continue to visit the museum.

Reproductions versus The Actual Artwork
Even the most perfect reproduction of a work of art is lacking in one element:
its presence in time and space, its unique existence at the place where it happens
to be. This unique existence of the work of art determined the history to which it
was subject throughout the time of its existence. (Benjamin, 1969, p.222)

Museums provide a much needed object for art historical inquiry, the original
object. Most instruction in art history clr .ssrooms is done through the use of
reproductions Students study from slides, photographs, posters, and other reproductions
Reproductions provide a much needed tool and are collected from a variety of museums,
galleries, and private collections Without them, precious objects would never be seen in
any form The pioblem exists when they are the only exposure to art that students
receive

Ferry Zeller (1983) says that the use of reproductions, "diminishes the

effectiveness of instruction and reduces it to a lecture on the subject matter of the work,
biographical tidbits, and stylistic analysis." (p 43)

T his makes it difficult for students to

understand the context surrounding the object and its historical significance Vallance
(1995) observed uncomfortable people visiting art galleries and their discomfort with art
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objects. She argues that the public school curriculum is based on verbal language and on
logical linear symbol systems and does little to prepare people to confront the actual
visual images (p. 9). When they see the real objects they are unsure of what they are
seeing.
Reproductions also pose problems because of distortions in scale and color.
Objects often lose their detail and texture diminishes. When students view an object that
is originally seven feet tall through a reproduction that is five by seven inches, it has a
drastic effect on the work's effectiveness. The j, Paul Getty Trust (1988) did a study on
art historians' inquiry processes and determined that one of the first steps in art historical
inquiry is to make the distinction between reproductions and originals. They also found
that one loses touch with what is wrong with the photograph or slide itself. For example,
the colois and size become distorted through reproductions and this is where the observer
is obtaining ail of his/her information about the object
In the study, problems were also proposed when distinguishing works of art in
their cultural context Reproductions give fragmentary information about the objects'
cultural affiliation (p 22) Non western objects often rel\ heavily on their surroundings
for interpretation and the absence of any environmental factors affects the full
understanding of ihem

It is important for children to have the opportunity to view

onginal works in order to understand that there are differences between the real and noi
real
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Approaches to Teaching Art History in a Museum
For over forty years, museum educators have advocated that contact with works
of art should not be limited to passive looking and intellectual discussion. Munro (1956)
argued that visiting the museum should be connected with actual doing while observing
original works of art. Various methods have been designed on how to approach art
historical inquiry with students in museums. Munro proposed that children take
notes and drawings during their visits to museums to connect with their research. He
suggested that the museum be featured as a tool or resource for learning and could also
be utilized for research on other projects as homework assignments. This study
attempted an active approach to art historical analysis in the museum while allowing
students to make their own discoveries about the Navajo rugs.
Diana C.J. Matthias (1987), the Curriculum Coordinator at the Snite Museum of
Art. University of Notre Dame, established other possibilities of how the museum can be
used. Matthias states that she does not give art history lessons like those taught in a
classroom, but uses an active and participatory approach. She believes that this is
necessary in order to teach an understanding and appreciation of the various ways of
seeing and knowing available through works in the visual arts from different historical
periods and cultures. Matthias attempts to connect students' museum visit with events
that are taking place in their lives or subjects they are studying in order to make them feel
they are a part of the museum
Another approach to studying art history in museums was developed by Philip
Yenawine at the Museum of Modern Art in New York City Yenawine (1991) believes
that art's most satisfying function is allowing us to exercise our minds and that art
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museums provide a place to do this. He established five categories of observation that
can take place in art museums. They include: (1) physical properties - referring to the
size and medium, (2) the subject matter, (3) the illusionary properties - for example how
the artist create three dimensional forms on a canvas, (4) the viewer's perspective - the
position of the viewe

relation to the picture, and (5) the formal properties - examining

the lines, shapes, colors, etc. and their contribution. Yenawine believes while studying
original works of art through these categories, an understanding of art in history will take
place.

Anthropological Museums versus Art Museums
Distinctions have been made between studying art works in anthropological
museums and art museums. Art museums often present minimal information on labels
beside each work This allows the viewer to make many assumptions about the work's
maker and the context in which it was produced. Applying meaning to the object is left
up to the viewer's own interpretations and emotional responses. Pamphlets, audio tapes,
etc are attempts to provide this missing information if the viewer chooses to use them.
The display of non-western objects has often come into speculation James
Clifford (1988) examines 1984-85 New York exhibitions in The Predicament of ('ulture
and a chapter titled, "Histories of the Tribal and the Modern." He describes the
categorizing systems by which a modern Brancusi mask and an undated antique Arctic
mask are hung together in a modern art exhibition, James Clifford defines this
categorization as a need for the Western world to label the world in its own systems. A
serious omission to the exhibit was any reference to the cultures from which the
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"primitive" art works derived. The whole presentation was based on the assumption that
the less one knows of the cultural context in which the art work was produced, the more
pure the aesthetic response. McFee (1995) has also noticed problems with this practice:
"Western viewers are more or less immersed in the culture of the modern, so they tend to
judge the "primitive" by how alike it is to the modern and aren't as free to make purely
aesthetic assumptions as the designers of the exhibitions may have assumed " (p. 182).
Anthropology museums have served a purpose besides creating emotional
responses to works of art. These include exhibiting assimilated environments with
people practicing rituals or daily routines, historical materials used to produce the works,
and providing information about the economy, social life, and religion of the makers.
Revisionism has also affected how anthropology museums display cultures. In
the past objects were shown as historical and ethnological phenomena, isolated from
their cultural existence. Anthropologists tried to turn people into objects, and these
objects into theory, which maintained, intact, the basic European picture of the world
with themselves on top (Hiller, 1992, p, 3). Recent anthropological museums have
included contemporary native cultures in their exhibits in order to create an awareness of
their current aliveness and existence.. For example, in 1993 the National Cowboy Hall of
Fame, with the assistance of a panel of Native American advisors, mounted an important
touring exhibit titled, Beyond the Prison Gates: The Fort Marion Experience and Its
Artistic Legacy (Price, 1995). The exhibit set new trends, which have also been
adopted by the Arizona State Museum, to challenge stereotypes and modify preconceived
impressions of Native Americans that evolved from past films, television, and popular
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culture. These exhibits discuss historical conditions of Native Americans as well as
display the continuance of their traditions in our contemporary world.

Summary of Literature

Art history and its instruction have changed since their original introductions.
Questions have been raised as to how historians and educators can best study and teach
about historical art objects. Approaches that include developmentally appropriate skills
and wider concepts of what art should be studied have evolved into practices that can be
used today. This investigation into alternate approaches to art history with elementarystudents included the following areas of literature: (1) teaching art history in elementaty
settings, (2) old and new art history approaches, (3) cultural inclusion in art education,
and (4) the role of the museum in teaching art history.
One of the greatest challenges for art educators is the instruction of ail history at a
level of understanding in elementary grades, Post picture study use of art objects does
not include a wide time span beyond the introduction of DBAE and limited research has
been conducted in this area. Some educators (Erickson, 1993 and Feldman, 1980),
believe a nonlinear approach is the most effective. This approach can derive from
anthropological concerns and processes. Students learn about objects from their point of
view and are not required to memorize prior written factual information. These
skills can later apply to historical applications either linearly or cross culturally.
The inclusion of culturally diverse subject matter became prevalent in art,
education after the Civil Rights movement and has since resulted in many theories and
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approaches. Recognition of our pluralistic society has allowed new art histories to be
included in class rooms. A highly technologically advanced western world also gives
access to cultural inclusion in the classroom.
Lastly, museums provide students with an opportunity to view the actual art work.
Reproductions serve as valuable resources in the class room and when used properly, can
educate students how to approach the original object. According to many researchers
(Benjamin, 1969; Vallance, 1995; andZeller, 1983), viewing objects only through
reproductions limits students' perceptions of what the actual object looks like.
Museums provide actual objects that allow for distinctions to be made and create a more
serious place for art study.

CHAPTER 3
THE PROJECT

In this chapter I will discuss the events and lessons that were presented to fourth
grade students at Gale Elementary- School in March and April, 1997. First, 3 will describe
my research methodology for conducting the lessons. Next, an account of each lesson
will be given that comes directly from the researcher""s journal and the students'
comments from audio and video tapes. Included in this description, I will present an
analysis of the pretest in order to provide a basis for the lessons that follow.

The lessons

will then be presented in this order: reproductions vs. originals, imagining places geographical and cultural, natural materials, and technology.

Introduction
The idea for this project originated after discussions with W Dwaine Greer at the
University of Arizona about alternative approaches to art history instruction with
elementary students. From these discussions 1 was referred to Mary Erickson at Arizona
State University, who is an expert in this field. At the lime, she was writing an
interdisciplinary curriculum which provides a developmental approach, cross cultural
understandings, and generic lessons that could be used for the teacher's own subjects.
After lengthy discussions with Erickson about art history and its
instruction, multi-cultural subjects, and museum education, I decided to use lessons from
her curriculum, Our Place m the IVorld, to incorporate instruction with an elementary
class with artifacts in a Native American museum.
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The Lessuris
Some art educators (Erickson, 1983; Fitzpatrick, 1992; Hilson, 1993) have
suggested higher level goals for art history instruction beyond the usual connection to
studio projects. One goal, the interpretation of an artwork in the context within which it
was produced, was used as the central objective of the lessons I taught.
In the lessons, there was an attempt to open up the traditional canons with native
art subjects outside Western histories of art (Erickson, 1993, p. 124). The activities are
specifically intended to engage students toward art historical inquiry and take on a
generative inquiry approach. Generative inquiry in art history is often seen as difficult
for children because it leads into the unknown. According to Erickson (1993) the process
is engaging and participatory , and the results are not predictable (p. 124). This teaches
students to not always believe experts, but to think for themselves.
The first lesson, Reproductions vs. Originals, was designed to establish
differences between the photographs we studied and the object within them. The object
existed somewhere else and was produced in a much different way than the photograph
Although acknowledged frequently by art education theorists 25 years ago, this is an
often overlooked subject in the art classroom and one of the first steps necessary for
study.
In the second lesson, Imagining other 1'imes and Places, 1 attempted to present
the rug in its geographical and cultural place. This was prefaced with allowing the class
to discover their own geographical and cultural places A greater awareness of another's
culture may occur when a child develops an understanding of his/Tier own (Kmdler,
1994)

The realization of similarities, i.e. that everyone has a geographical and
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cultural place, may increase understanding.
The objectives for the third and fourth lessons, Natural Materials and
Technology, focused on students' understanding that processes of materials and tools are
referred to as technology which existed throughout time. Students need to understand
that materials and technology are directly related to one's culture and environment. Art
and the role of technology in its production are inseparable from the maintenance of
culture (Daniels, 1990, p. 93).
The final lesson was conducted at the Arizona State Museum. I chose the
museum as a place of study because it provided descriptions about the originary culture
and history of Native American art objects on display. The museum attempts to present
Native Americans as living people and not cultural artifacts The students had the
opportunity to discover information about the Navajo directly from the exhibit.

The Students
According to Erickson (1993), art historical information and inquiry should be
presented at a developmental ly appropriate level of sophistication in elementary grades.
There is a need for research into what art historical understanding children can attain at
early grade levels (p. 139). 1 recognized this need and decided to conduct my study with
students in the fourth grade.
1 received a list of elementary schools in the Tucson Unified School Distnct from
the district's art administrators. I was also informed that each elementary class was
allowed one free bus ride for an arts related trip General letters were sent to several
elementary school principals and follow up phone calls were made. An elementary
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school, Gale Elementary, located in the eastern part of Tucson expressed interest in the
collaboration and the principal recommended a fourth grade classroom teacher who
would incorporate the study in her curriculum. The class consisted of twenty-five
students. I contacted the teacher and made arrangements to meet the class for four
lessons at the school and one follow-up lesson at the Arizona State Museum.

Lesson Instruction
Day One:
Gale Elementary School is located in a fairly isolated and desert landscaped area
of Tucson. The playground is surrounded by views of cacti and mountains. The
classroom 1 visited was organized with four or five students per table, carpeted floor, and
large windows in the back of the room that overlooked the playground.
I began by introducing myself to the class. I told the class 1 studied art and was
there to discover new ways of instructing end learning about it.
Researcher: Does anyone know what art history is?
Student: It's old art. Kind of old, it's just hard to explain.
Researcher: Well we are going to learn to look at art like an art historian does
Who can tell me what history is?
Student: It's like things of the past. History is the past
It was obvious that the class had some prior knowledge of what history was, but at
this point, I wasn't sure how well they understood the concept of the past. They also
seemed to have a general idea that art history was studying old art or objects that were
part of history. I then established the pretest.
Researcher: The next thing we are going to do is take a test. There is no need to
get nervous I am going to check and see how much you know about the subject
we are going to talk about. 1 am going to pass these out Actually I wiil have
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Jeff pass them out. While Jeff is passing out the tests, I am going to pass out
photographs. The photographs are of a rug. This is going to go along with your
test.
The class worked quietly answering the questions individually as 1 read them out
loud.

The Pretest
The pretest consisted of six questions that use photographs of Navajo rugs as
examples.

The questions were written using an open-ended format that provide the

students an opportunity to respond in short answer form. Prior knowledge about the
subject was the basis of the pretest, which was designed to collect the students' prior
abilities in Inquiry skills Students were tested to discover 1) if they knew the differences
between a reproduction and actual art object, 2) if they were able to make speculations
about how the art object was made, 3) if they were familiar with the natural world, and
4) if they were able to formulate questions to ask an expert about all of the preceding
Twenty -four of the 25 students participated in the pretest.

Question one: How is the reproduction different from the actual artwork 9
Most of the students were able to make clear distinctions between the photograph
and how the real thing might look

Only two responses suggest that the students did not

understand the questions. One left the question blank and the other wrote "1 don't
know." Ten of the responses mention the size of the actual rug would be larger than the
photograph. Four responses m^de distinctions between the texture of the photograph and
actual rug An example comment, "It's flat and smooth, it also doesn't show the real
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size or texture," gave clear indication that the student could make distinctions between
the two. Responses from four of the students refer to the use of the camera as a
difference. For example, "the picture looks and is a photograph" and 'it is different
because it's a picture and that takes away from the real artwork" and "it would be
different because photos don't always get the whole object." Other
responses were very general and suggested some confusion, "this would look different
because you would see different things" and "it's different because the art would not look
like the real thing,"

Question two: If you could ask an expert, what question (s) would you ask to help you
give a better answer?
This question suggests more of a confusion between the reproduction and actual
rug, Many of the questions do not refer to differences between the actual object and the
photograph, but center on the rug itself. This question helped to formulate the class'
perceptions of where the rug came from and how it was made

Two responses suggest

the students' confusion with the subject, One student wrote, "what 1 " and the othtr, "is
this the real artwork 9 ". Eight questions refer to what the object looks like in real life,
such as, "what is the texture1?" and "what are the real colors"

Four responses inquire

about the materials and processes of the rug's production. One student assumed that the
rug was produced by a machine and responds, "1 would ask what machines did they go
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through and what materials they used." Two students refer to the art work as a drawing
and respond, "what material did they use to draw the picture?" and "who drew it?"

Two

students inquired about the maker of the rug.

Question three: How was the artwork made?
Two responses demonstrate confusion. One student left the question blank and
the other wrote, "How did they make the rug? It looks like an old rug I've seen" which
did not respond to the question. Eight responses suggest that the rug was made with yarn.
Nine students responded that they thought the rug was woven, a few mentioning with
wool. The rest responded that the rug was sewn together. One student believed it was
sewn together with a sewing machine

Question four: If you could ask an expert, what questions would you ask to help you
give a better answer 9
A majority of the questions, twenty -one, refer to how the object was made, the
tools and materials used to make it Responses included "What's it made of ; " , "what
tools and materials did you use"'" and "what did you do and use for this rug vou have
right here 9 " Two students referred to machines for production One student wanted to
know if the rug was made with a sewing machine and the other wanted to know, "what
machines did they go through and what materials they used." Two students asked
different types of questions that did not refer specifically to how the rug was made One
student asked, "what type of art is it? Does it come from a culture''"
showed concern with how long it took to make the rug

Another student
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Question five: What was the natural world where the artwork was made?
Responses to this question were widely varied. Five students mentioned different
countries: two from China, two from Mexico, and one suggested India. Six responded
that the natural world was a place indoors and four mentioned in a house. Four students
thought the natural world was either a factory or store and this was where the rug was
made. These responses contrast the previous question in regards to how the rug was
made because more students refer to machine production rather than materials from
nature Three students responded to the natural world as a place in time, For example,
one student wrote, "1 think back in Indian time. 1 ' The other two of these students referred
to specific dates and a time when, "you would be paid very little." Two of the students
did not respond at all. The other four answered the question with another question,
"what was your inspiration around you?"

Question six: If you could ask an expert, what questions would you ask to help you give
a better answer"'
Seven of the responses to this question were inquiries about the natural world
Five of the seven students reiterated the previous question and wanted to know what
natural world meant

The same number of students questioned the pjg"s origin Their

questions included "What does it look like9"" and "what type of environment was the
thing made in9"" and "where was it made 9 " Five students did not respond to this question
by leaving it blank or making a question mark

The rest of the students asked questions

about hov. the rug was made and the maker of the rug, none of them actually referring to
the environment
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Pretest Summary
In general, students 1 responses reflected an understanding of the subject matter.
Many appeared to have prior knowledge about reproductions and materials and could
make speculations about how the rug was made. The questions that reflect the most
confusion are five and six. The term natural world was an area that some were not
familiar with and the formulation of a question about it presents even more difficulty.
After conducting the pretest I realized the many valuable areas of research that
existed in the students' responses. The areas that I was most concerned with were the
differences between reproductions and understanding that the rug came from a place, was
made by a person, in an environment other than a factory. These concerns will also
surface later in the project.
After the class completed the pretests, we constructed field notebooks out of
construction paper and paper fasteners. I explained that art historians kept notes in
journals about the objects they are studying and we would do the same The class wrote
their names on the front with markers, some chose to draw smiley faces and other icons

The Lessons
Reproductions vs. Originals Lesson
In this lesson 1 attempted to introduce students to differences between
photographs of objects and actual objects By comparing a photograph of something to
the real thing, students were expected to distinguish that there are differences between
the two and develop an inquiry about the photograph
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1 began the lesson by passing out five photographs taken of myself. The
photographs had been taken several months before and some a year ago. I looked
different in the photographs than I did that day.

Researcher: What do you notice about the person in the photograph?
Class: It's you.
Researcher: It's me. What do you notice about the photographs?
Do they look like me tod2v?
Class: No!
I chose photographs of myself because 1 wanted the class to be able to compare
the "real" thing with a reproduction. I was a living object, standing in front of them and
the pictures represented someone else, another entity.
Researcher: Give me some ideas how the photograph looks different than seeing
me right here in real life.
Student: You have glasses on.
Researcher: Today 1 have my glasses on.
Student: You had longer hair.
Student: You have a different facial expression. Different clothes on.
Researcher: Anything else? What else?
Student: In one of ihem your hair is kind of messed up.
Researcher: So actually, seeing me in real life and seeing the picture are two
different things. Now if you had not seen me before, what do you think I would
look like just by looking at the photograph? Do you think I look bigger in the
picture than I do in real life?
Student: You look taller.
Researcher: I look taller, okay.
Student: In this one you look smaller
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I attempted to further explain that reproductions were different from the real
object. I wanted the class to understand that sometimes when you see a photograph that
is the only way you will ever see an object. What the object looks like in real life may
look very different. Photographs do not always tell the truth.
Researcher: The photograph may look totally different than the object does in
real life. That is a really important thing to remember when you are studying art.
A lot of times when we study art we have to look at photographs of art. We can't
always have the real object in front of us. We can't always have a famous
painting in our classroom, but we can have a picture of it. So the picture may
look really different than the real art work.
I directed the class' attention towards the word, "reproduction," that 1 had written
on the chalkboard. I explained that photographs are sometimes called reproductions and
1 asked the class if they knew what else was a reproduction.
Student: It's a picture in a book.
Researcher: Now, does someone want to say back to me what a reproduction is?
Student: It's not the actual object, it's a photograph.
Researcher: When you see the real object, what could be different?
Student: It could have texture.
Researcher: When you see something in real life it feels different. As an
art historian we have to use pictures to study . There are art works that we study
from all over the world. Many times, historians have to look at pictures of the
art works instead of seeing the real thing.
I asked the class to take another look at the photographs and to make speculations
in their journals.
Researcher: What does speculation mean?
Class: Guessing!
Researcher: Make speculations about what it looks like in real life
Student: Can we draw a picture of it?
Researcher: You can do both. Ask questions. If you wanted to ask questions
about what it looked like in real life, what would they be? You can draw what
you think it might look like.
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I instructed the class to write at least a couple of questions or guesses about the
reproduction. 1 instructed them to think, if they could ask someone at the museum we
were going to visit about the rug, what would they ask her? There appeared to be some
confusion about the distinction between the actual rug and the photograph and for which
one they needed to formulate questions. This became evident in the following
conversation:
Student: If that's the real thing (the photograph), how come we have to ask
questions about it? We are suppose to ask questions about the real thing. This is
the real thing.
1 attempted, in private, to clear the student's confusion by further explaining that
the image 1 had was a photograph and a reproduction. I asked the student what he would
want to know about the rug in the photograph. He told me h*; wanted to know how long
it was. The explanation continued further when 1 held up the photograph of myself next
to my face and pointed out how different 1 looked. Then I turned his attention back to
the photograph of the rug and asked him what he thought would be different about the
rug.
The rest of the class continued to draw pictures of the rug, ask questions, and
make speculations. After approximately twenty minutes, I brought the class back
together to discuss reproductions.
Researcher: Let's just talk one last time as a group about some of the questions
you asked in your field notebooks. Let's have a question from each table.
Student: How big is the picture in real life?
Student: How long did it take you to make it?
Student: Who made it and why did they choose to do it?
Student: How big is it in real life?
Student: Is it a modern rug?
Student: Why did someone make it 7
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Student: How was it made and what tools?
Student: When was it made? Where was it made?
Researcher: Those are really good questions and next time we are going to learn
more about the questions you asked.

Most of the students' questions focused on elements that existed outside the
image of the rug and not on what the rug actually looked like. The lesson lasted
approximately an hour and a half. I collected their field notebooks and told them 1 would
look forward to seeing them next time.

Imagining Other Times and Places Lesson: Places Here and Now, There and Then
In this lesson I attempted to explain that cultural-historical imagination is the
foundation of art historical understanding. Art historians use their imaginations, as well
as other information, when they are seeking answers to their inquiry questions. Students
were asked to make distinctions between their own cultural and geographical places and
later that of the rugs'.
I asked the class if in the past they had used their imaginations to remember a
place they visited or to visualize a story when reading a book without pictures.
Student: I draw pictures to remember a place.
Student: I look at photographs.
It appeared that they were often trying to answer my questions with art related
answers (e .g., photographs, drawings). This was understandable since we were studying
art.
Researcher: Have you ever collected things when you were on a trip and now
when you look at that object it reminds you of that place?
Student: 1 collect rocks.
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I showed the class a small bull that I purchased when I visited Brazil several years
ago. I explained that when I look at it, it reminds me of my trip.
Researcher: Do you think the bull has changed since I bought it?
Student: It could have collected dust.
Student: The colors rubbed off and it looks like it chipped.
Researcher: Objects often change over time and in order to remember how they
first looked, we have to use our imaginations. This is what art historians do when
they study art objects. They try to imagine what those objects first looked like.
I asked the class to close their eyes and imagine a place long ago. This place has
no cars, televisions, or electricity. 1 asked them what they thought it would be like to live
there and what would make up the environment.
Student: There might be caves.
Researcher: Okay, what else?
Student: It might be hot.
Student: It could be a village.
Student: There could be woods and no one would be around.
I showed the class a picture of a cave painting from the Southwest and asked
them why they thought people made such pictures. They struggled with this for a few
minutes. Then, one student mentioned that it was a way to communicate with other
people. Another said that the picture could be symbols. With the idea of art again, one
student said, "it was a way to express themselves."
I asked the class if we made similar pictures today. Again there was a silence and
confused faces filled the room. I asked them how people would remember us a hundred
years from now
Student: Maybe from newspapers or books.
Researcher: Okay, what else? How will people know what it looked like here?
Student: Photographs.
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Most of the answers revolved around modern technology and communication.
No one mentioned any other art forms.
The next set of questions were based on where we live geographically and its
appearances.
Student: It's hot and the desert.
Student: There are cacti and it is very dry.
Researcher: What do our homes look like?
Student: We have adobe houses.
I took out a map of the United States and asked a student to point out where
Arizona was located. I asked another student to point to the state of AJaska.
Researcher: These two states are very far apart and probably very different.
What do you think it would be like to live in Alaska?
Student: It is very cold.
Student: They probably live in igloos.
One student's father lived in Alaska and he pointed out that people don't really
live in igloos.
Student: Most of their homes are just like ours.
Researcher: You are right. What do you think people in Alaska have that is
different from us? How might their homes be different'.:
Student: In the winter their homes were probably different because they need
extra blankets and heating systems.
1 attempted to explain that where one lives affects what kind of home one has,
the kinds of clothes one wears, and what the environment looks like. All of these things
represent the geographical place.
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The next set of questioning revolved around cultural places. I found this much
more difficult to explain. I asked the class what other things make up the place they live
in elaborating that these things may not be things that we see with our eyes.
Researcher: What are some things your family and friends do that others might
not? [There was a lot of struggle with this question and no answers. I tried to
push it further by connecting it to Arizona ]
Researcher: What are some things we have in Arizona that others may not?
Student: Pets. We have different kinds of pets.
Researcher: Good. What are some things that you celebrate with your family
that other people might not?
Student: Christmas.
Student: Birthdays.

Other answers included: Halloween, New Year's Day, Roosevelt's Birthday, and
Hanukkah. I explained that these are celebrations that not everyone celebrates even
though they live in the same geographical place.

Researcher: These are things that make up your cultural place Do any of you
belong to any clubs?
Student: I am a Girl Scout.
Student: I play soccer
Other answers included bowling and Gitsu clubs. These groups are also part of a
child's culture. We discussed how clubs have leaders and often have rules to follow. 1
mentioned that these things also represent our cultural place.
The next part of the lesson focused on symbols that represent places, 1 showed
the class a t-shirt I bought in San Francisco that has several pictures on it that represent
the city. Together we pointed out different images that symbolize San Francisco a cable
car, Golden Gate Bridge, and Fisherman's Wharf I explained that these symbols
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represent a geographical place, San Francisco.
Researcher: We also have symbols that represent groups of people.
I showed the class a pencil I have with an apple on the end of it. I said this
represented me and a gro^p of people I belong to, teachers.
Researcher: Symbols may represent two different things. A group of people
and a geographical place. Do you know what city an apple represents?
No one knew the answer and I told them New York is often symbolized by an
apple. 1 asked the class how their groups are represented. They showed me symbols for
Girl Scouts, a Dragon for karate, and a warrior for Gitsu. The class had previously done
a project where they made symbols for their families and combined them in a quilt that
was hanging on the wall. We looked at the quilt and how different families were
represented by different symbols.
The class worked in their field notebooks. After looking through magazines, they
needed to find symbols that represented their cultural and geographical places and were
required to find two for each category . They were also allowed to draw their symbols if
they wanted. Underneath the picture they needed to write what the symbol meant. (This
iesson's evaluation will be looked at in Chapter 4).
The class worked on the project for approximately thirty minutes and we ended
for the day.

Day Three: Review of Cultural and geographical Places
I began the lesson by distrbuting the photographs of the rugs again. This time,
each student had to study the photograph and think of two questions that she/he wanted
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to ask about the rug. One question had to be about the rug's cultural place and the other
about the geographical place. They wrote each question on a blank page in their field
notebooks.
I used another kind of evaluation to determine how the students perceived the
rug's place. I asked them to try and imagine where the rug came from. On a blank sheet
of paper, each child drew a picture of the rug in what they thought was its place. (This
evaluation will be further discussed in chapter 4.)

Working with Natural Materials and Technical Features
In this lesson, students needed to learn that art historians make speculations about
materials that are used in an art work. After observation of an art work, art historians
make speculations about how an art work is made and what materials were used to make
it.
I began the lesson with a discussion about natural materials.
Researcher: Can anyone tell me what "natural materials" means?
(silence from students)
Researcher: How about the word, natural? Does anyone know what "natural"
means?
Student: Something that comes from nature.
Researcher: Good. Can you give me an example?
Student: Wood.
1 explained to the class that art historians often have to experiment with materials.
They often have to make speculations about what materials were used in an artwork and
how the artist manipulated them. After distributing small pieces of wool and wool string
to each student, 1 asked them to write down what they thought it was they were
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working with. I told them to try and mold, shape, and pull the wool. Was it difficult to
pull apart? Did it stay together easily?
Student: It's disgusting. There are tiny pieces of dirt in it.
Student: It falls apart pretty easily.

1 wanted the students to understand what it was like to work with wool and what
it may have been like for the artists to make a whole rug with it. Some of the students
constructed small sculptural objects with the wool and pieces that they hung around their
necks (see Appendix D, Natural Materials).
After wool experimentation, we discussed how things are made and the word
"technology." First we discussed different environments around the world and what kind
of natural environments exist. We talked about the desert in Arizona and the jungles in
Africa, I then lead a discussion about technology.
Researcher: Can anyone tell me what technology means?
Class: Computers.
Researcher: Computers are part of technology, but did you know that
technology has actually been around for a long time. Can you think of things that
we have today that we couldn't have a long time ago? Things that we can have
from another country that we might not have been able to get before.
Student: Spaghetti.
Student: Bananas,
Researcher: Okay. Well, technology today has made it possible for us to have
natural materials from other countries and we are able to make new things, In
your group you are going to look at reproductions of art works and discuss with
your partner how you think they were made. Did the artist use natural materials?
The class studied small reproductions and discussed how the object was made
The reproductions varied, and included contemporary sculptural pieces, ancient pottery,
and modern paintings The students shared their images with others at the table
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Before I left for the day, I told the class that the next session we would meet at the
museum. We had a brief discussion about what museums are. A majority of the class
had been to a museum before. 1 had each student choose a question from each lesson of
their booklet that they wanted to find an answer for in the museum and they wrote the
questions on a separate page in their field notebooks.

Arizona State Museum
1 waited outside the Arizona State Museum on a hot April morning for the fourth
graders to arrive. It was twenty minutes past their due time and just as 1 was beginning to
feel very nervous about their arrival, the yellow school bus pulled up. The fourth graders
ran across the front lawn.
1 organized the class into two groups. Half of the group had pink stickers and the
other half green ones. They were very excited to be at the museum and it was difficult to
keep them all together.
Researcher: We really need to stay together today.. We have a lot of stuff to do
Does everyone have a heart sticker?
Class: No.
I explained to the class the procedure we were going to follow inside the museum.
The students separated into their different groups and filtered into two rooms that
contained the exhibit on the Navajo Prior to their arrival, they choose at least one
question from each lesson they wanted to answer. Within the exhibit, they searched for
answers to their questions.
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The class spent approximately ten minutes in each room. What appeared to be
chaos was actually productivity. Students shared their answers with each other and
attempted to find as much information as possible.
Some students found it difficult to connect their questions with the exhibit
information. The exhibit did not always provide direct answers and some interpretation
was needed. The confusion was obvious in this discussion:
Student: When are we going to change rooms? That's where all my questions
are.
Researcher: Well let's see your questions.
Student: How big is the rug? How old is it?
Researcher: You might be able to answer them here. You have to read the
signs.
When it appeared that the students had exhausted their possibilities in both
rooms, we gathered in another room of the exhibit. I asked the class what kinds of
answers they had discovered in the exhibit.
Student: The rugs were made by the Navajo
Researcher: Do you know what they were made with?
Class: Wool
Student: It was made in K earns Canyon, Arizona.
I directed the class" attention towards a woman from the museum who was
introduced as an expert. She was there to answer more of the students" questions.
Student: What materials did they use?
Expert: They used wool. Where does wool come from?
Class: Sheep.
Expert: Sheep were very important to the Navajo people. As a matter of fact
sheep is really integral to their lives and hopefully that is something you will pick
up on in the exhibit here
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An assimilated environment of a living room in a contemporary Navajo home was
located in this part of the exhibit. The expert asked the class to point out items in the
display that were similar to things that they may have in their own homes.

Student: A lamp, a couch, a clock, a book,.
Expert: Okay, can you see things that are not in your living room? What is
really different?
Student: A loom.
The expert pointed out the women around the loom: a grandmother, a mother,
and granddaughter. She compared student homes to contemporary Navajo people who
live similarly today. Then she discussed that sheep and wool have tied the Navajos*
traditions together, so that they are passed on to generations of women.
Expert: What do you do with the sheep if you want to get the materials ofP
Does anyone know how to do that?
Student: You use a shaver to get. it off
Expert: You would shave the wool off, Now the sheep have been out in the
pasture for a long time, then what would you do?
Student: You would wash it off
Expert: Right, you would wash it and brush it. Now the kind of wool that you
see here today is an imported moreno wool lamb that was brought in by
Europeans and it is not very well suited for the environment it can pick up all
kinds of things in the environment And then what do you do when you have the
wool washed?
The expert passed tools around the room that were used in making the rug She
explained the process of making the rug - refining the wool once it is shaved from the
sheep, elongating the fibers with carters, spinning the wool with spindles, and designing
patterns for the rug
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Student: Why did they make rugs?
Expert: Rugs were made as a textile form and women wore them as dresses and
they were used for all kinds of blankets. But when the Americans came in they
wanted to see certain patterns on their rugs. What kinds of things do we like to
see today in our rugs?
Student: Diamonds.
Student: I have a rug that has beetles on it and one with a Kokopeli.
This discussion was important in establishing why the Navajo made the designs
the way they did. The expert explained that when Americans started to establish trading
posts and other areas throughout the reservation and outside of it, they requested certain
patterns that were really fashionable. A lot of the patterns were a result of the traders and
the tourists who brought in different kinds of designs. Many of the designs and rug
production was influenced and exchanged

Anglos. She passed around two sample

rugs that were approximately one fro. - • *>ne foot. She explained how the museum
keeps track of their collections by attaching small numbered labels to the nigs.
Students • .ed other questions, such as how old the rugs were and whether the
Navajos used other materials. The expert ^plained that before Anglos came to the area ,
the dyes for wool predominantly came from plants that the Navajo gathered. Certain
plants could make reds and greens. As Anglos settled in the area they brought in
commercial dyes that came in bright colors.
I directed the classes attention to three rugs that hung on the wall in front of us.
These three rugs were photographed for use in the Gale Elementary classroom. I asked
the class how the rugs looked different than the photographs.
Student: The colors are different. They are a lot darker in the pictures
Student: I thought they were a lot smaller
Student: That one right there, when you don't have the background in it, it looks
like the purple lines are the only thing there
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I explained that whenever the class sees a reproduction of an artwork, they need
to use their imaginations to try and visualize how the real thing appears. We then
discussed the artist who made the rugs, Lucy Little Bear. She lived in Arizona and
produced the rugs approximately twenty years ago. The rugs were also made for specific
purposes and one was made as a saddle blanket.
Then I showed the class a reproduction of an Egyptian figure. I wanted to find
out what kinds of questions they would formulate after this lesson.
Researcher: What is the first thing you would need to know about this
reproduction in order to understand it a little bit better?
Student: What is it? What was the purpose?
Student: What materials did they use?
Student: What is the actual size of it?
Student: When was it made?
Student: What culture is it from' 7
Student: Where did it come from? What was the cultural place?
Student: Who is the artist?
1 was impressed with their questions and felt they had understood the lesson. The
students were allowed to view the rest of the exhibits in the museum on their own After
a short time, we met again in another room of the museum to discuss the events of the
project. I asked the class what kinds of things they had learned about the Navajo and
their rugs. A few students mentioned materials, wool and the loom. Some students
discussed the processes of working with wool and how the Navajo utilized their tools.
The students also found the use of vegetal dyes before Anglos established trading posts
and then the use of commercial dyes as important factors in the rugs' production. One
student reminded the class that the rugs were mostly produced by women. A few
discussed other factors, such as the environment - that it was both cold and hot. A
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couple of students made comments about other elements in the exhibit:
Student: No matter what Americans did to their land they kept doing their
traditions.
Student: Tribes were represented by animals.
I found these comments to be interesting because they connected other aspects of
the Navajos' lives with what they produced. This kind of connection is essential in an
anthropological inquiry because elements outside the existence of the art work are seen
as important factors. The museum provided this information and also allowed the
students to see an assimilated environment of where the rugs are produced today. This
environment could be connected to the students' own homes because of the inclusion of
contemporary objects, soda cans and modern clothing as well as the traditional loom
being used by women in the family.

Summary

The project as a whole provided valuable information about the instruction of
anthropologically based art historical inquiry with children. 1 was able to collect several
resources for further analysis, including student notebooks and drawings. This analysis
will be further developed in the following chapter and will provide an evaluation of each
lesson through the students' work.

CHAPTER 4
LESSON EVALUATIONS

Organization of the Chapter
This chapter evaluates lessons conducted with fourth grade students at Gale
Elementary School and the Arizona State Museum. Inquiry was made into four areas
central to art historical understanding beyond a traditional approach. These four areas
included: (1) distinctions between reproductions and original works; (2) culturalhistorical understanding through examination of geography and culture; (3)
experimentation with natural materials; and (4) appreciation of technology as tool and
process for production of art works and as influence on the artists' environment.
This chapter will briefly define each lesson, its objectives, and teaching goals.
Following each description, response and inquiry from student field notebooks will be
used to evaluate the lesson. Discussion will include comparison of student responses and
art historical approaches, both traditional and idealist, to determine what type of inquiry
the students formulated.
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Lesson Evaluations
The study involves twenty -five students in the fourth grade. During the study,
each student constructed field notebooks in which lesson assignments and inquiries were
kept. Each lesson led to the development of an extended inquiry into the Navajo rug
reproduction.
The project was conducted vvith a qualitative research approach and the data was
collected in the form of words and pictures rather than numbers.

The written results

contain quotations from the data to illustrate and substantiate its presentation (Bodgdon
and Biklen, 1992, p. 30). The data includes: audio and video tapes, researcher's journal,
and student field notebooks and drawings. Through examination of students' notebooks,
I concluded whether students achieved and understood the objectives of the lessons. The
evaluation is primarily based upon the inquiries formulated in their journals. I was less
concerned with their ability to answer questions, rather my focus was on how students
understood the development of inquiry that reflected a contextual analysis of the Navajo
rug. These interests reflect a revisionist (Clark, 1974) and cultural (Chalmers, 1973,
1974, and 1978; LaChapelle, 1984) investigation and a shift from formal (Wolfflin, 1932;
Fry, 1927) and stylistic (Shapiro, 1953) approaches. The latter are typical methods used
in art history instruction; the former provide new analysis of art objects,
Hans-Georg Gadamer (1976) explains "methodological sterility and genuine
understanding is imagination, that is, the capacity to see what is questionable in the
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subject matter and to formulate questions that question the subject matter further"
(p. xxii) It was my hope, that the students, through the application of these lessons
would begin to think like art historians and formulate questions that would make it
possible for them to inquire about the Navajo rugs beyond the reproductions.

Evaluation of Reproductions versus Original Art Works
In this lesson, students were asked to make distinctions between the reproduction
of a Navajo rug and the actual object as it appeared in the museum. Students needed to
use their imaginations in order to discover the differences between the reproduction and
actual art work. My original concerns included: How do students determine differences
between the reproduction and actual art work? and what skills are necessary to make
these distinctions?
The basis for this inquiry reflects an early skill acquired by art historians
(Bakewell, Beeman, McMichael-Reese, & Schmitt, 1988). This skill is often overlooked
in art history instruction and necessary for later interpretations (Erickson, internet
conversation, November 15, 1995). Students need to understand that the reproduction
exhibits differences in comparison to the actual object in order to complete a successful
study of the artwork.
The majority of students appeared to understand these differences, and
formulated questions that would ••esult in fuller comprehension of the art object.

Most

students expressed interest in learning about the rugs" appearances with the three most
mentioned categories including: texture, color, and size. Questions regarding
appearance are essential in distinguishing between the actual art object and reproduction
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and are questions based on factual information. Example questions include: "How big
is it?" and "How long is the rug and how wide is it?" and, "What color is it?" Following
questions include: "when was it made?" and "where was it made?" Six students in the
group demonstrated an interest in who made the rug. The same number of students
posed questions regarding how the rug was made.

Only four students inquired about

why the rug was made. Initial student investigations demonstrated interests outside the
reproduction to include the artist and the art work's environment.
The above questions reflect what Kleinbauer (1987) titles, Intrinsic Methods. Art
historians who seek intrinsic information concentrate on the art object, its function, the
authenticity of the artist, dates, and the origin or site. This focuses students' attention to
details in the work of art. Virginia L. Fitzpatrick (1992) states that an intrinsic approach
leads to an extrinsic analysis. This begins with an investigation into information found
outside the work, such as the artist's background, patronage system, economic and
political situation, and philosophical, religious and cultural factors. Each of these may
have influenced the artist and the appearance of the work, it was my hope that students
in later lessons would attempt this type of inquiry.

Imagining Other Times and Places Evaluation
In this lesson, students needed to determine the differences between geographical
and cultural places. First, they were asked to design symbols which reflected themselves.
They located objects in magazines and hand drew icons which represented their personal
geography and culture. Both categories were placed on the same page. Students were
required to define the icons and what they represented to them . At times, it was
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difficult to evaluate student distinctions between cultural and geographical svmbols
because both were located on the same page. Some students did not label their icons
clearly and it was difficult to interpret whether they intended to represent a cultural or
geographical place. This will become evident as I describe their responses. My mam
concern was: Can students design symbols that express their own physica! > iace and
their own place within a group?

The Students' Geographical Places
Geographical places were described in the lesson as "Where one lives, affecting
the kinds of clothes one wears, and what the environment looks like." Three students did
not find symbols to represent their geographic place of origin A majority of students
found icons that represent the state of Arizona and the region in which they presently
reside. One student recently moved to Arizona from Florida and wrote underneath a
picture of a snake, "This reminds me of Florida and me and my friends use to see water
snakes by the dock," Five students symbolized the desert and wrote "The desert," and,
"This pictures makes me think of my home in the desert " Twelve students created
symbols representing characteristics of Arizona including; Caves, cacti, snakes, and
canyons. One student wrote underneath her drawing of a cactus, " T his represents where I
live because the Saguaro are all over Arizona."1
Less distinguishable geographic and cultural symbols include Native American
petroglyphs, and the United States and Arizona flags. Students did not interpret their
meanings and used simple titles to describe their symbols. One student wrote under his
drawing of the United States flag, "My homeland " It is unclear whether another student,
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who chose Native American petroglyphs, was attempting to represent where he lived or
the culture with which he associated. We discussed this aspect of symbols, using, for an
example, an apple: in one setting it represents a group of people, (teachers), in another,
the city of New York.

The Students' Cultural Places
The lesson's cultural places were portrayed as elements that contribute to the
place where one lives. These elements may or may not be seen with one's eyes

A

group of six students, chose not to represent their cultural category. Some of these
students prefaced their statements with "My culture likes to...", making it easier to
distinguish the category to which they were referring. Some of them chose objects
representing sports Typical responses, from twelve students, included: "my culture
likes to swim" and "this represents me and how I play catcher in b a s e b a l l F o u r
students chose family activities to symbolize parts of their culture. One of these students
wrote underneath her cut-out cartoon of a large family, "this represents my home because
] have a big family " Another verbally described her family underneath a picture of a cat,
"this reminds me of my family because we go to the zoo to look for cats for a tradition "
Three students represented clubs they belong to and one student wrote, "this represents
me in Girl Scouts." Four students chose hobbies

Another drawing title was, "my

culture likes to hike and ride on horse back a lot." Religion was an aspect of culture for
two students One of these students drew a picture of a cross and wrote, "This reminds
me of my first confession " The other chose the same symbol with the word "Christian "
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One student made a small drawing of a globe and below it, "there use to be peace on
earth." This student's response reflects a political and social interest. Responses from a
majority of students reflect anthropological understanding of their culture concerning
social activities and beliefs of a group of people.

Summary: Students ' Geographical and Cultural Places
Based on the data, most students had little difficulty defining physical place.
Students represented their geographic existence with symbols easily distinguished as
representations of Arizona. The student symbols accurately expressed culture and place.
Most student responses to the culture category addressed membership on a sports team,
in a club, role in family, or association with a religious group. The students chose
symbols to represent activities and beliefs and define their particular groups.
However, this same data illustrates some confusion in student ability to
distinguish between symbols of culture and geography. The data shows need for a
clearer definition of culture and geography in the lesson plan and its instruction.

The Rugs' Geographical and Cultural Place
The next segment assessed student comprehension of the art work's existence
within physical place and cultural group. Students were asked to record questions about
the Navajo rug's geographic origins and culture in their field notebooks, developing, at
minimum, one question per category. Three students chose not to respond, while the
greater majority of students understood the lesson's geographic aspect. Twenty
questions addressed the origin of the rug's production.

Of the twenty responses in this
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area, eight were complex questions inquiring beyond merely, "where was it made?"
Examples include: "Where in the world did it come from?" and, "What country was it
made in?" and, "What environment did this come from?"

One student adamantly

inquired, "Where the materials were made?" indicating his prior knowledge of
materials, production, and their very necessary relationship to the environment. A
majority of the questions reflected an initial interest in the rug's physical origins. Based
upon this type of inquiry, we proceeded to address the rug's cultural place.
When asked to develop questions about the rug's cultural place, six students did
not respond. Another six inquired as to the maker of the rug. Three of these students
developed more specific questions, referring to the "race of the artist." The largest
group of the students, twelve, placed the rug in a cultural context, associated with a group
of people, and asked questions such as, "What group of people did the rug come from?"
Two students made inquiry into the group's beliefs, "What did the people who made the
rug believe in?" and another demonstrated an interest in "the things they do." One
student asked if the rug was made by "Indians or regular people". I assume by "regular
people" she was referring to her own cultural group
A large number of student inquiries appear to present fairly complex interests in
the rug's onginary culture The analyzed data demonstrates a majority of students with
ability to inquire specifically about a culture in relation to the rug Student questions
addressing the rug's cultural origins and the race of the artist provide evidence of some
prior knowledge of culture and its significance to an art works existence
inquiries model an extrinsic approach to art study

These

Student investigations exemplify

those studies conducted by cultural art historians who view art works as, "an integral part
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of the cultural activity and production of the society to which artists belong" (Bakewell,
Beeman, McMichael-Reese, & Schmitt, 1988, p. 151).
A small percentage, three students, appeared to use a different approach. Their
interests are based on the rug's design or a stylistic concern (Shapiro, 1953). These
students were primarily concerned with the object's appearance rather than its cultural
origin.
Based upon collected data, a majority of students understood the development of
cultural inquiry . Although there appeared to be some rudimentary reference to culture,
such as "the things they do" and "Indians or regular people," student questions address
their association of the art with a group of people. The lesson appeared largely
successful. It focused student attention on extrinsic aspects of the art work, rather than
on formal elements.

Imagination Drawings
I chose an alternate method to evaluate the class comprehension of geography and
culture and asked students to draw pictures that explained the rug's origin.

1 was

interested in their ability to illustrate visually as well as verbally. This aspect of the
lesson produced interesting results integral tc my to < uitural inclusion concerns. Ten
drawings reflect, either, a store or a factory (see Appendix E, Factory Example).
Students demonstrate an association of the art object with the contemporary mechanical
world. They appear to have little or no concept of the rug's role in its maker's culture or
as an object from history A smaller percentage (three students) were able to connect the
rug with a cultural group, drawing pictures of stereotypical Native American scenes - for
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example, teepees and a figure wearing a feathered head band (see Appendix F, Native
American Example). The rest of the students illustrated the rug inside of homes, but
failed to present people residing therein (see Appendix G, House Example), They did not
connect the rug with an individual or group of people and the rug's maker was not
considered an important aspect of its existence. Only one student connected the rug with
its cultural group and original geographic origin. She illustrated a person weaving a nig
on a loom (see Appendix H, Rug's Origin Example).

Summary: Imagination Drawings
Although a majority of students formulated questions which inquire about the
rug's cultural and physical origin, when asked to visually illustrate these places, their
responses reflected a contemporary mechanical origin, stereotypical Native American
scenes, or absence of a cultural group in the representations. These findings do not
appear particularly unusual. Students are mainly exposed to tools for materia! production
as machines and rugs as objects to cover floors. It appears evident that some students
had received limited exposure to Native American tribes and lifestyles

This is a

finding worth further inquiry because the Navajo are located in the same state, Arizona,
where these students also live Students were not able to identify a group of people,
outside their own, who live in the same region.

Working with Natural Materials and technical features
In tins lesson, students experimented with wool as a natural material used in rug
production After experimentation, students made speculations about the material and
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described manipulation experiences In field notebooks, students listed their ideas and
described their experimentations. The objective was for students to develop an inquiry
central to materials and processes similar to those of an art historian who studies an
object s production as it relates to its origin.
Only two students chose not to respond to this segment of the lesson, A majority
of the class, (fourteen students), identify the material as wool. After this discovery, one
student wrote, "1 thought sheep was [sic] white?" Some students listed more than one
assumption. Other responses included: hair, (six answers), and fur, (four responses)
Based on the data, their answers reflect some prior knowledge of wool's appearances.
Interesting responses surfaced after students experimented with the material.
Both orally and in written form, students used very descriptive words for the wool.
Eleven students thought the wool would be hard to work with. One student wrote, "if
you braid the woo!, it will expand." Another explained, "The wool is hard to work with it
always sticks together." Another student responded, "it's not easy to pull apart, very hard
to work with It sheds " Seven students described the wool as being, "squishy " Other
students used words like, "dirty"', "nasty", "soft", and "weird " These responses reflect a
previous knowledge of natural materials which later proved beneficial when students
viewed the actual object at the museum
The next aspect of the lesson focused on technology, the natural world, and
objects produced with human-made and natural materials

In the lesson, 1 described

technology to them as tools used throughout time Students developed inquiries central
to the rug s production processes In order to understand an object in its entirety, it is
necessary to associate the materials and processes as products of their environment

I
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hoped students would draw upon knowledge of physical and cultural places developed in
previous lessons and apply it to technology.
Upon review of the data, only one student did not respond. Another student
demonstrated confusion with the process and simply wrote, "clay." A clearer
comprehension of the lesson is shown by a majority of the students, (twenty two), who
inquired about the tools, rug production, and materials. More specific questions were
developed by a few students. For example, one student inquired: "Was the rug made
with wool?" "I think they used yarn."

"Did they sew it or

„;a\e it?" "Did they use a

needle?" "Was it made in a factoiy with a machine?" This response also demonstrates
an association with contemporary society and machi nes as tools for production of the Rig.
Other students asked more specific questions about the rug's production: "Did you
weave it?" and "What shape did it start in?" These responses reflect a prior knowledge
of rug production Only two students referenced knowledge of geographic location in
regard to art production and inquired about the tools" origins One student developed a
cultural affiliation to processes and asked, "Who had the idea 9 Who made it"?" She
placed the rug in relation to the values and beiieves of the artist Three other students
described function and purpose by asking variously: "What is its use''" and "Why did
they make it?" and "Why did you want to make it?" and "What did you use and why did
you use it?" Chalmers (1973) considers a "why" inquiry about an art object in
association to anthropological and sociological approaches because it relates the nature
and meaning of a work of art to the society in which it was produced Students who
asked "why" questions demonstrated concerns beyond formalism to include the rug in
relation to its maker and the environment in which it was produced
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The Museum Visit
Students were required to chose five questions to answer prior to viewing the
exhibit. These questions are listed on a separate page in their field notebooks and
demonstrate an extended inquiry of the Navajo rug. When students arrived at the
museum, they were divided into two groups and alternately viewed separate rooms of the
Navajo exhibit. The exhibit displays: contemporary examples of Navajo life; aspects of
their geographical environment, Northeastern Arizona; historical events which led to
formation of reservations; traditional, social and economic activities, i.e. sheep herding
and jewelry creation; early methods of rug production and traditional materials; and
Anglo influence on rug styles and materials.
A few students appeared overwhelmed with the field trip and chose not to
respond to their questions in entirety. I b ; : made evident a difficult aspect of museum
visits and educational activities that allow students to make their own discoveries. A
visit to a museum is an experience that most students are not often given. It is important
to keep students o.,

k and in complete understanding of the purpose of the visit.

Another prob'em was the exhibit display, in that the vocabulary used and interpretations
given were somewhat difficult for some students to comprehend on their own. It was
difficult to allov.' them to solve their own investigations bxai'^e of this and guidance was
occasionally needed. However, through the expert's explanations and instruction from
the researcher, a majority of the students conducted a thorough investigation.
A large number of students chose questions that focused on who made the rug,
including what group or race. Most of the students also asked where it was made, what
materials and tools were used for production, and what the rug looked like in real life.
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All of the students wrote in their field notebooks that the rugs were made by the Navajo
and five students referred to the specific artist, Lucy Little Bear, listed on a museum
panel. The geographical place, Keams Canyon, Arizona was discussed by the museum
expert and also found in the exhibit. The materials and processes were easily understood.
Students listed sheep wool, weaving fork, spindle, and loom as object*- used for rug
production. The materials were also available for students to touch and tiiis added a
deeper understanding of their existence.
At the museum, students had an opportunity to discover the historical evolution of
Navajo rugs. Other questions they asked reflect sociological and cultural concerns. One
student wrote, "first they used vegetal dyes and now they use commercial colors." This
is in reference to the Navajos' early use of dyes that derived from plants and the Anglos
who later introduced commercial dyes and requested specifications in designs. One
student asks where the artists acquire ideas for their designs. In her field notebook she
wrote, "the Anglos." Anglos brought commercial dyes and Oriental rug patterns to the
reservations and requested rugs with these designs. This question and answer not only
reflects a,i awareness of history of sty le, but that the museum also provided social,
cultural, and historical aspects to its production This type of inquiry is defined bv Katter
(1986) as an idealist approach or a history of symbols, Panofsky (1939) refers to the
history of symbols as an interpretation of their existence in relation to cultural influences
that surround the symbols and not an empnasis on sty le or formal aspects
In the inquiries about the rug materials and production, most of the answers
i ndicate a contextual interest instead of a list of materials

For example, one student

wrote that sheep were integral to the Navajos" lives and provided them with ncee-sities.
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such as saddle blankets and means to keep warm in the winter, as well as a source of
income today. One student gave a complete description of the rug's production:

The Navajos. It was made in Northeastern Arizona. The rug belonged to the
Navajos, a tribe. The rug was made on a loom. It was made with yam and
hand spun. They used vegetal dyes. They used sheep for wool because that was a
major resource. They would shave the wool off the sheep, brush it and wash it.
They used carters [sic] which breaks the wool up.

Another student mentioned an important cultural aspect to the rug's production,
"men did not weave, but now men do." Although women traditionally produce rugs,
contemporary Navajo families aiso involve men in rug creation. This student recognizes
the evolution of cultural traditions as McFee and Degge (1977) suggest in their
discussion of arenas of both stability and change.
Students viewed the rug in an assimilated contemporary setting, the living room
of a Navajo home with a woman weaving on a loom which eliminated the possibility of
machine or factory production. One student wrote, "it was made on a loom not in a
factory with a machine. 11 This statement proves important because a large percentage of
the class originally imagined the rug mechanically produced.
Students also made important distinctions between the reproduction and the
actual rug. Oral responses mentioned earlier reflect their original speculations and later
realizations about the rug's actual appearance. Some students also wrote comments in
their notebooks in regard to their impressions: "The rug was smaller." and "It isn't as big
as I imagined because its [sic] a saddle blanket." Similar to art historians, students
discovered the differences in the -eproductions.
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One student wrote an in-depth description of the Navajo and their lives:
The Navajo wore leather shirts and pants. They used wool for many things.
Their houses were made out of mud and water to make adobe. Navajos made a
lot of pots. For Indian beads they used turquoise and sea shells and copper. Very
many Indians put up their own trading posts. The carpet was made of wool.
The Arizona State Museum provides valuable information that uncovers the rug's
mysteries and also exposes students to subjects that were not addressed in the classroom.
Prior student investigations and later responses reflect a new understanding of Navajo
rugs. The students demonstrated an ability to think beyond the given information to
develop original ideas. Erickson (1993) would consider these generative inquiries as
successful studies of an art work's context.

Summary
My original objective for this stud\ was to guide students to think like art
historians about an object that was outside the arena of traditional art history. The
lessons chosen from Our Place m the World provided a unique approach which allowed
students to develop personal inquiries as well as direction in their investigations to
include significant aspects of the rug's production and environment. In general, these
investigations went beyond positivist art historical methods and included an idealist
study. Student responses exemplify an ability to inquire and comprehend subjects
central to an art historical analysis derived from anthropological concerns.
Every student contributed her/his unique ideas and inquiries to the lessons in
creation of study ownership. Several authors have described art historians as
"detectives" (Fitzpatrick, 1992, p. -1) who are not provided factually proven information,
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but investigate the object to solve its mysteries and unknowns. A large percentage of this
analysis requires imagination. The students in this project were provided little
information about the subject matter, but while guided through the lessons applied their
imaginations and developed successful investigations. The questions chosen by students
reflect their own interests and concerns about the rug beyond the mere information of the
"experts'".

CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

Introduction
The initial interest for this project derived from my own art history education and
its lack of diverse subject matter. Similar to other art history degrees, mine provided
limited access and exposure to artists outside the arena of traditional Western history and
its ideas. This project was, for me, like making up for lost time. As a result of my own
persistent interests, I uncovered these hidden treasures.

This diversity should be shared

and promoted in all art historical studies.
Fortunately, for future art historians, recent interests in revisionism have led to the
development of alternate content and instructional models. A curriculum such as Our
Place in the World draws teaching beyond the forrmlistic analysis of works of art, and
includes objects and ideas previously excluded from art historical canons In this chapter
implications this kind of study has for revisionist art instruction will be discussed. These
implications will be focussed upon concerns central to inquiry approaches with
elementary students in museum and classroom settings

I will also discuss considerations

relevant to this particular study.

Discussion
The examples of children doing revisionist art history given m this study are
unique, led by a researcher who has a degree in art history and has previous knowledge oi
Navajo art work, and who, in the schools, had the privilege of being a special visitor In
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this situation, I had advantages that regular classroom teachers do not enjoy.
Nonetheless, the study produced evidence about what children can do regarding art
historical inquiry in school and museum settings.
In recent years, there have been some clear signs of change in the discourse of art
history. Words like connoisseurship, quality, style, and masterpiece have become taboo
to art historians who consider themselves revisionists. The presence of a new art history
is signaled by a different set of words - culture, methodology, ideology, and other terms
which portray an art work's origins in social contexts. In these words lies a new way of
thinking, one in which art is intimately linked to the society of the artist who produces it
and the society that consumes it, rather than something mysterious which happens only as
a result of the artist's genius.
The findings of this study indicate that elementary students can benefit from
revisionist art historical inquiry . The project involves subject matter, Navajo rugs,
commonly not included in art historical analysis. Before revisionism, rugs were rarely
thought of as art objects and the Navajo were 'iGuaily not considered artists. This
definition of art and art makers was due to the fact that formalistic and stylistic
approaches did not create a complete understanding of objects as dependent on social
and cultural contexts. Revisionist ideals are inclusive of an understanding that art works
rely on their culture for definition and include attention to objects produced outside the
canon of western art. A focus on contextual awareness allows students to include
elements central to non-western art and western art which are not effectively studied
through stylv; and form. Withou' the inclusion of cultural ideals in art study, viewers
outside any object's onginary culture will not understand or appreciate its existence.
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Traditional art historians explain and classify, but are not accustomed to
questioning social and cultural contexts. For this study, the focus was on student
development of inquiry and creation of unique investigations rather than the frequently
used study of facts.

Students modeled after "new" art historians who question not only

the art work but the society which produces it. New art historians ask what purpose an
object served for the people who owned it and for those who look at it today in books,
homes, and museums. The lessons chosen from Our Place in the World for this study
directed student inquiries to include areas significant to the rug's production and
existence, while comparing cultural and geographical aspects central to students' own
lives to those of the rug. The lessons guided students to develop generative inquiries
similar to new art historians with a focus on ideas central to understanding the Navajo
rug: (i) reality of the actual rug versus the illusion of the reproduction, (2) personal
recognition of culture and physical place in comparison to an art object, and (3)
materials and processes used for production in relation to environment.
Students benefited, for several reasons, from methods which modeled those of
cultural art historians and the use of a generative inquiry process for. First, the study of
art through an inquiry process allows students to search for answers in thesr own
experiences in addition to consulting knowledgeable sources Unique investigations
developed that were constructed by students who modeled art historians' inquiries
Students are infrequently put in control of their own education and have few
opportunities to pursue their own interests Placing some of the direction of study in the
hands of the learner creates ownership of their learning.
Inquiry also stimulates imagination. In this study, students used their
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imaginations to discover the possibilities of the Navajo rugs. This required students to
use higher level thinking skills. Inquiry is intrinsically more interesting because students
create endless possibilities regarding an object's original existence. Students extend their
learning of the object by comparing and contrasting their ideas with its originaiy context.
This kind of education teaches children to trust their instincts as well as their deduction
skills to fully understand art works.
Art historians ask many different kinds of questions as they attempt to more fully
understand art works. Students who modeled a cultural art historian asked interpretive
questions to help them understand what the art work meant in the originaiy culture. Art
history instruction was tailored so that students developed questions, sought information,
created hypotheses, and drew conclusions about the meaning of art works from other
times and cultures.

Implications
In order to include an art history component at the elementary level, there needs
to be more curriculum support materials available for teachers

More studies that

reflect practical involvement of art history in classrooms could help determine what
works and what does not. Only through research which combi nes theories of revisionist
art history and actual instruction with elementary students can effective models be
produced and implemented. Studies that demonstrate effective strategies for teaching
"new" art history approaches will serve as advocate for their inclusion.
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Findings and Suggestions
The instruction of lessons from Our Place m the World and my later reflection
led to new findings and considerations for teaching art history using a non-traditional
approach. Previously, instruction concentrated on history, style, and the art object. This
study presents suggestions for further investigation into areas central to revisionist
instruction. Based on reflection of the lessons and examples from student works, 1
include four recommendations and considerations for implementation of revisionist art
history in elementary art programs. These are: (1) cultural diversity in elementary art
programs, (2) new concerns for revisionist instruction, (3) integration of art history with
other subjects, and (4) the museum as a resource for art history instruction.

Cultural Diversity in Elementary Art Programs
Cultural inclusion when studying art works is a major issue when teaching art
history m elementary classrooms. Art works have been an integral aspect of civilization
for al! peoples since the very beginning Today they remain deeply embedded in the
daily lives of people and their practices have undergone transformations Culture has
influenced art production and plays a crucial role when identifying the belief systems and
values of a particular group of people
Today's society is becoming increasingly pluralistic. In the United States
hundreds of diverse groups live together, yet all are influenced by standards and ideals
that represent a commonality

Although these diverse cultures live in the same

geographic area, students residing in the same region may not be able to accurately
identitv or describe the characteristics of one another's culture

In order for students to
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compete successfully in a global economy, it is necessary to possess an awareness of this
diversity

Cultural inclusion in elementary classrooms provides a means to study

particular cultures, times, and places through visual examination of their art works.
Our society is also rapidly changing in its technological advancements.
Technology has brought worlds closer together through new sources of communication.
At the same time, student perceptions of culture and origins of art objects are thought of
as products of mass production and mechanical advancements. Technology may lead to
homogenization of products and values while eliminating the original ideas and processes
that help us identify' them closely with particular cultural ideas (Nepurud and Stuhr,
1987). Inclusion of culture in art classrooms creates an awareness of diversity among
groups and their art production. Revisionist studies create awareness of as well as
maintain a culture's existence.

J he Inclusion of ('ullurui Analysis
Previous concerns for teaching elementary students art history included their
inability to understand the concept of history Erickson (1993) cited a need for research
into what art historical understandings children are capable of at different developmental
levels. In order to improve art historical instruction beyond fonnaiistic applications, it is
necessary to replace the question of how to teach elementary students the concept of
history, with how to teach them culture An alternative method for studying an art object
was utilized in this research that went beyond the object's placement on a chronological
time line to search for its context

in order for students to successfully engage in cultural

art historical study, it is pertinent for them to comprehend culture as a major factor in an
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art work's existence.
To help students discover another's culture, they must first learn the
characteristics of their own. In order to make comparisons and generalizations in regard
to other people, students need to understand they also possess particular beliefs,
participate in culturally specific activities, and belong to a group of people. These
elements make up one's culture and may be very different or similar to another.
Identifying similarities may eliminate study of another culture as an oddity and
differences can then be celebrated. Only through reflection and identification can one
discover their culture.
Students in this project exhibited some difficulty in understanding the concept of
culture, both their own and another'. The implementation of cultural studies will require
more research into methods which guide students in reflection and understanding of the
concept of culture beyond the surface.
Revisionist ideals in art history should be applied lo non-westem and western art
study. All instruction should reflect social and anthropological considerations to show
that art objects are integral aspects in the lives of people around the world. Students can
benefit from comparisons and distinctions between particular beliefs, social systems, and
values possessed by groups all over the world throughout time. Valuable studies would
involve using the same methods to compare between perceptions of non-western and
western art works using the same methods. One aspect of such study could involve
comparing responses to students' parallel inquiries about a "traditional" art object, such
as a painting or sculpture, and a non-western artifact such as an inca tapestry.
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Integration With Other Subjects at the Elementary Level
A basic reality that affects art history at the elementary level is the teacher who
instructs the lessons. Recent funding cuts in many school districts" elementary art
programs have left elementary classroom teachers entirely responsible for art instruction.
This was the case in the classroom involved in this project. Classroom teachers are likely
to have little or no background in art history. Implementing art history requires strong
support materials, such as Our Place in the World, which allow for the inclusion of other
subjects. Integration is less a theoretical choice or a "nicety" than it is a practical
necessity. There is simply not enough curricular time to teach art history separately in an
elementary curriculum. Integrating art history with other subjects is one way to include
art in elementary programs
Teaching art history at the elementary level can also benefit a broad range of
areas across the curriculum Content areas such as social studies can be effectively
coordinated with art study. The National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) Task
force on Early Childhood/Elementary Social Studies defines the study of social sciences
as "political, economical, cultural, and environmental aspects of societies in the past,
present, and future " Art study, particularly a revisionist approach with its locus on an art
work's external elements, should be central to this study because it visually depicts these
key elements of a society
Art history instruction can be used to benefit a wide range of general education
goals

A major consideration for integration is that the art program does not suffer and

studies are conducted which place the art object at the center of instruction

I he subject

of art should be treated as an equal to other content areas in order for art concerns to be
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fully appreciated and assimilated. Other subjects, such as social studies and science, can
be drawn from the discipline of art history to help meet general education goals.
Students can improve writing and analytical skills which are central to learning
throughout one's lifetime. When integration is a priority across the curriculum for a
district, art history has a lotto offer.

The Museum as a Resource for Art History Instruction
A museum, particularly an anthropological one, offers valuable resources for art
historical study. The first and most central to study is the availability of the object itself,
A crucial aspect for studying art history is the ability to distinguish between a
reproduction of a work of art and the work itself. Studying works of art only through
textbooks and slides may provide inadequate and limited views. The actual art ol ject is
important because reproductions do not replace true colors, lines, shapes, and otn "
important elements. Students need to acquire skills which allow for these distinctions
and more opportunities to view actual art works should be made available

Students

cannot be taught art history in one museum visit, but they can begin to acknowledge and
analyse works of art Appropriate pre-visst lessons provide students an opportunity to
develop a more in-depth study of the object's Students can benefit from their own
discoveries at the museum while drawing upon prior investigations.
Teachers" already stressed curriculum can benefit in multiple ways from a
museum visit

Subjects such as social studies, history, and reading, as well as art

history, can be incorporated into one museum visit

Important information about a

culture and time period can be uncovered when students are taken out of the elassr

n
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and provided original examples. A type of learning can take place that affects many
aspects of life and learning. Children may be more likely to remember the information
later if they can attribute it to a unique life experience. Museums serve as a valuable part
of the cultural heritage of people in this and other countries. They preserve culture and
history, which are becoming less obvious and distinguishable in our rapidly changing
society.
Conclusion
The new social and cultural approaches to art history have added a great deal to
the field and many scholars have widened their range of study to include previously
excluded obje' is. This information is increasingly available for art educators to adopt
and use in the classroom. Students benefit from art historical study that includes an
introduction to art from around the world and art historical processes whirh enhance this
investigation. The new consideration for ait historical study with students goes beyond
the concept of chronological historical analysis to include culture.

In order lor students

to successfully engage in historical art study, it is primary for i:hem to comprehend
culture as a major factor in an art work's existence as well as in their own lives. It is
necessary to replace the previous instructional concerns of formalistic approaches with
questions on how to teach children the concept of culture. New research should include
what cultural understanding children are capable of at different developmental levels In
order for revisionism to enhance art programs, an increase in curriculum resources that
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are applicable for all grade levels needs to exist. This requires application of
instructional methods and reflection upon them to determine effectiveness.

The

findings would allow for successful implementation of "new"' art historical theories at all
levels ofleaming.
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Pre Test
Name
Date
1. How is the reproduction different from the actual artwork?

2. If you could ask an expert, what question (s) would you ask to help you give a
better answer?

3. How was the artwork made?

4. If you could ask an expert, what questions would you ask to help you give a better
answer?

5. What was the natural world like where the artwork was made?

6. If you could ask an expert, what questions would you ask to help you give a better
answer?

Appendix B
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Lesson One:
Reproductions vs. Originals
Materials:
photographs of instructor
photographs of Navajo rugs

Objective; This lesson is designed to introduce students to differences
between photographs of objects and the actual object reproduced in the
photograph. This is accomplished by comparing a photograph of something
versus the real thing.
1. Distribute photographs of instructor. Ask students to describe the actual
person and the differences in the reproduction.
2. Explain that art historians often study photographs to imagine what the
real object looked like.
3. Show a photograph of a Navajo rug that the students will later see at the
Arizona State Museum. Ask students to imagine how the real object may
look.
4. In their field notebook, write down questions that they think would help
them better imagine the actual artwork. For example, size, color, surface,
texture, and other points. Stress that they are not answering questions, but
making speculations. Provide sample questions: "what size is the actual
object?" or kv1,What color is the actual object?"
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Lesson Two
Imagining Other Times and Places: Here and Now, There and Then
Materials:
petroglyphs reproduction
visual place markers (i.e. apple for New York and teachers)
clippable visual resources: magazines, newspapers, old calendars,
pencils
glue
Objective: Students learn the concept of cultural- historical imagination as
the foundation of art historical understanding. Students discover "place" can
mean geographic or cultural location. Students understand art works can be
associated with physical places and with a person's place within a group.

1. Students make believe they are using a "time machine" to move out of the
here and now and into the there and then.
2. Students share experiences they might have had when they used their
imaginations to help them understand another time or place. Students mayhave used their imaginations as they read stories of other times and places, or
as they viewed television programs or films. A student may remember how a
photograph or an old artifact stimulated her/his imagination to help her/him
think about the place or time when the artifact was new.
3. Explain that cultural-historical imagination is the foundation of art
historical understanding. Explain that art historians use imagination, as well
as other information, as they seek answers to their inquiry questions.
4. Display Southwest petroglyphs. Ask students to try to imagine why
people living thousands of years ago might have thought it was important to
make such a painting Ask students whether they think people today make
similar displays the for the same reasons.
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Lesson Two, cont.
THERE AND THEN IMAGINATION QUESTIONS:
1. Ask students to practice using their imaginations to help them travel to
other times and places. Ask students to use their imagination to visualize
what their home might be like if they lived in a very different place. Imagine
what their homes might be like if they lived a thousand years ago before the
invention of electricity, cars, refrigeration, television, and telephones.
2. Explain that when we study art works it helps to understand someone
else's world.
3. Show a map of the United States. Explain that "place" can mean a
geographical location. Ask students to identify things that make up a
geographical location. What is the natural world like? What kind of homes?
What type of weather?
4. Ask students what kinds of things make up their geographical place.
5. Ask students what other elements besides geography make up their world.
These may not be seen with ones' eyes. For example: religion; family
practices, ie. activities that some families may practice: sports teams; and
clubs. Explain to students that all of these elements represent culture.
SYMBOLS AS REPRESENTATION OF GEOGRAPHY AND CULTURE
1. Demonstrate symbols are as representations of both geographic places
and groups of people. For example: an apple represents a place. New York,
and also a group of people, teachers.
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Lesson Two, cont.
ACTIVITY I:
Ask students to identify visual signs of their geographical location and
culture. Examples might include: a cactus to represent the desert and a
clover as a symbol of Girl Scouts.
Have students search through a collection of clippable resources looking for
symbols they can relate to their culture and geography. Ask them to select
their best clippings and paste them on a page in their story booklet. Students
may also draw symbols as representations. Write captions to explain how the
clippings relate to
the theme.
ACTIVITY II:
Return to the Navajo rug reproductions. Have students ask questions in their
field notebooks about the rugs' geographic and cultural origin.

ACTIVITY III:
Ask students to imagine where the nig originated. Have them draw a picture
of the rug in this place.
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Lesson Three
Natural Materials
Materials:
wool
wool string
ACTIVITY:
Provide students with natural materials that might be used in art making.
Ask students to experiment with these materials paying attention to different
processes that might be used with the same materials to get different results.
For example, students might pull, twist, or mold the materials. Ask students
to write what they believe the materials to be. Next have them write what it
was like to work with the materials.
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Lesson Four
Technical Features
Materials:
small and large reproductions of a variety of art works
DISCUSSION:
Prepare students to discuss technological features of art works by defining
technology as tools, materials, and processes.
Lead students in a discussion of differences in natural environments around
the globe, noting locations on the world map. Ask students to identify
natural things from far away places that are available to them today because
of modern transportation, such as oranges and pineapples.
Display reproductions of art works. Ask students to compare and contrast
evidence of paint application, tools, and processes used by the makers. Have
them discuss in small groups and with the class their findings.
Divide the class into small groups and distribute pairs of small reproductions,
Ask students to compare and contrast the reproductions, looking for evidence
of how the actual art works were made. Write down questions and
speculations in field notebooks.
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Lesson Five
Museum Visit
1. Prior to museum visit, students prepare an inquiry based on the Navajo
rugs, using questions from previous lessons.
2. Direct students' attention to the Navajo display. Students; discover
information about the Navajo throughout the exhibit and attempt to answer
their questions.
3. Direct students' attention to rugs used for rug reproductions studied in the
classroom. Hold up the photographs in comparison to the actual rug.
Discuss the differences between the two.
REPRODUCTION ASSESSMENT:
Provide students with an alternate reproduction. Have students ask questions
about the reproduction. Allow them to inquire aspects they believe as
important and significant for understanding the actual object.
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Appendix C

Darlene Hay, ] 976
Modern kug
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Nettie Nez, 1960
Saddle Blanket
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Lucy Little Bear, 1980
Wide Ruins Navajo Rug
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Native American Example
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